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Summary
Tendon forms an anatomical link between muscle and bone, transmitting mechanical
load from muscle to the bone surface. How tendon adapts to mechanical load associated with
exercise during childhood growth and whether this is influenced by gender and pubertal
status is unknown. Little is also known about the relationship between tendon, muscle and
bone growth in children. The aims of this study were to determine (i) differences in tendon
size between dominant and non-dominant arms of children who play tennis, (ii) if tendon size
is influenced by gender and pubertal status, and (iii) the relation of tendon size to muscle and
bone size during childhood growth. The triceps brachii tendon size was measured from MRI
scans of both arms in 104 children (58 boys, 46 girls). Data were analysed with multiple
regression analyses. Results found that physical loading from exercise affects tendon size.
There was a significant difference in tendon size between dominant and non-dominant arms
in children who played tennis and children who did not play tennis, and this was influenced
by pubertal status. The non-dominant arm triceps brachii tendon was significantly smaller
(p=0.01 for boys and p=0.05 for girls) than the dominant side. Gender did not influence
tendon size. However between pubertal groups, there was a difference in the dominant arm
triceps brachii tendon size (F(2, 99)=8.2, p=0.001), and non-dominant arms (F(2, 99)=3.8,
p=0.03). There was a significant relation between tendon, muscle and bone size during
growth in children. Tendon size during growth was moderately related to muscle size (t=2.52,
p=0.01) and strongly related to cortical bone size (t=2.78, p=0.007). This study highlights the
importance of physical exercise during childhood on tendon growth and indicates a method
for addressing long term tendon health.
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal function is dependent on the continuum of connective tissue through
the muscle–tendon–bone unit and relies on an optimal morphological structure (Benjamin et
al., 2006; Frost, 2003). The structure and function of muscle and bone under physical load is
well known (Bailey, McKay, Mirwald, Crocker & Faulkner, 1999; Daly, 2007; Daly & Bass,
2006; Fuchs, Bauer & Snow, 2001; Hara et al., 2001; Janz et al., 2004; Kehoe &
Montgomery, 2006; Kjaer, 2004; MacKelvie, Petit, Khan, Beck & McKay, 2004; McKay et
al., 2005), but the effect of physical load on tendons is not. Tendons connect muscle to bone
in a connective tissue continuum, and transmit contractile muscular force to the bone to
produce joint movement (Thomopoulos, Genin and Galatz, 2010; Warden & Scott, 2011).
There is growing literature on the effect of exercise on adult tendon and its relation to tendon
pathology (Arnoczky, Lavagnino & Egerbacger, 2007; Benjamin et al., 2006; Kjaer, 2004;
Kraer, 2009; Magnusson, Hansen & Kjaer, 2003). However, the effect of exercise on young
tendon tissue remains less well known, despite the high prevalence of tendon pathology in
children involved in sport (Maffuli, Wong & Almekinders, 2003).
In this chapter, an overview of tendon structure and development of the muscle–
tendon–bone unit is described, including the role of tendons as transmitters of muscle force to
the bone. This chapter also explains differences in tendon structure between children and
adults, describes common tendon pathology seen in children who exercise, and details
observations of the tendon insertion in children. The transmission of force through tendon,
and its ability to actively respond and adapt its morphology to alteration in physical load, are
discussed. Finally, this chapter presents a model for investigating the effect of exercise on
tendon development.

1.1 Tendon Structure
Tendon is a highly organised connective tissue comprising tenocytes (tendon cells)
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embedded within an extracellular matrix (ECM) (Benjamin et al., 2006). The ECM,
comprising collagen fibres, glycoproteins, elastin and proteoglycans, provides structural and
functional characteristics to tendon. Tenocytes are distributed throughout tendon, between
collagen fibres, and are responsible for the synthesis and maintenance of the ECM. Tenocytes
intercommunicate via gap junctions in response to their mechanical environment, in a process
termed mechanotransduction. Tendons adapt their morphology in relation to the degree of
physical use (Hansen,Kjaer, Larsson & Magnusson, 2003; Wang, 2006).
Tendon has a hierarchical structure of longitudinally arranged collagen fibres aligned
in fibre bundles, separated by a thin connective tissue, the endotenon. The fibre bundles are
grouped into fascicles along the longitudinal axis of the tendon and are bound by a further
layer of connective tissue, the epitenon (Benjamin & Ralphs, 1997; Kjaer, 2004; Zhang,
Wang, Zhao, Yang & Zhao, 2005). At some sites in the body, the tendon is enveloped in a
further layer of connective tissue, the paratenon (Kastelic, Galeski & Baer, 1978). Tendon
collagen fibres comprise subunits of overlapping, parallel sliding, mechanically bridged,
linear fibrils (Figure 1.1). The tendon collagen is arranged with a ‘crimp’ that provides
resistance to strain of mechanical use. Tendons participate in many mechanical forces and the
crimp pattern of collagen thus provides a degree of safety to the structural congruity (Clark &
Stechschulte, 1998).
The vascular, lymphatic and nerve supply of tendons are located along the epitenon
and endotenon connective tissues (Jozsa, Kannus, Balint & Reffy, 1991). Tendon receives
blood supply from both the muscular and osteotendinous junction as well as along its length,
in longer tendons (O’Brien, 2007).
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of tendon structure (modified from Wang, 2006).

1.2 Tendon Development
Tendon, muscle and bone all derive embryologically from undifferentiated
mesenchymal tissue. Tendon and bone branch from the same mesodermal embryologic
origin, the sclerotome (Wang, 2006), whereas muscle arises from the dermomyotomes
(Edom-Vovard & Duprez, 2004).
Little is known about the process of tendon growth in children. After birth, early
musculoskeletal growth is driven primarily by genetic and hormonal factors (Al-Musawi,
Stickland & Bayol, 2012; Bennet, 2005). Morphogenesis of muscle and tendon occurs in
close spatial and temporal association (Kardon, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2003). Bone growth
drives normal muscle and tendon development. If bone growth is abnormal, as occurs in
achondroplasia (malformation of the cartilage causing skeletal dysplasia), muscles and
tendons do not develop normally (Matsui, Kawabata, Ozono & Yasui, 2001).
Conversely, muscle forces are important in the development of skeletal structure.
Without muscle force, as occurs in paralysis, bone and joint deformities occur (Schwartz,
Lipner, Pasteris, Genin & Thomopoulos, 2013). However, abnormal muscle, as occurs with

3
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muscular dystrophies, does not impede tendon and bone growth (Matsui et al., 2001;
Schwartz, et al., 2003).
Tendon tissue grows and develops during childhood to meet the physical demands
placed upon it by the growing skeleton. Increases in limb length and body size create straindependent signals that influence tenocyte modelling mechanisms in the developing tendon to
increase the local strength and thereby reduce strain (Frost, 2000a). With disuse, tendon
modifies its structure and mechanical characteristics in response to the reduced requirements,
but never atrophies beyond a certain structural threshold even with complete bed rest
(Belavy,Miokovic, Armbrecht, Rittweger & Felsenberg, 2009; Frost, 2003). Similarly, in
children with paralysis, the tendons and muscles still form and develop as normal but never
reach their adult potential (Schoenau, 2005).
The effect of exercise exposure on tendon development in children is unknown,
although research demonstrates that children who exercise develop larger muscles and bones
(Bailey, Baxter-Jones, Mirwald & Faulkner, 2003; Bailey et al., 1999; Bass, 2003; Daly,
Saxon, Turner, Robling & Bass, 2004). Animal studies have demonstrated collagen content
and tendon strength changes in response to endurance exercise during growth (Arnoczky,
2007; Firth, 2006; Kasashima et al., 2002). There is evidence that tendon in children exhibits
greater collagen protein synthesis in response to mechanical load compared to adults (Kjaer
et al., 2009). However, the morphological response of tendon in children to variation of
physical load, and the influence on this response of gender and puberty, is not understood.
During development, tenocytes respond to variation in physical forces by adapting the
structure of the tendon to alter its stiffness, creep and size, thereby optimising function (Firth,
2006; Frost, 2003; Hansen, 2003). The ultimate ability of tendon function is dependent on
both physical development and physical forces from activity and exercise (Kjaer et al., 2006).
For example, anabolic changes from physical load higher than a set, tenocyte-determined
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threshold and catabolic adaptation of tendon in response to under-stimulation of tenocytes are
reported in normal tendon and have been associated with tendinopathy (Arnoczky, 2007;
Schousboe et al., 2005). Knowledge of how physical activity can influence the adaptation of
developing tendon may provide insight into the aetiology and management of tendinopathy.

1.3 Change in Tendon of Children to Adults
The structure and continuum of collagenous tissue through muscle and tendon is
similar between children and adults. However, there are distinct differences in the attachment
of tendon to bone in children. In the adult skeleton, tendon attaches directly to the periosteum
and cortical layers of bone (Figure 1.2). In children with an immature skeleton, the
attachment of tendon to bone must respond to changes in bone dimensions occurring
throughout growth (Dapić, Anticević, & Capin, 2001; Renstrom & Johnson, 1985). Tendon
size at the bone attachment must adapt to change in bone dimension maintaining optimal
mechanics for musculoskeletal function. In children, tendon attaches at the apophysis, an area
of fibrocartilage associated with the epiphyseal growth area of bones (Figure 1.2).

tendon

apophysis
Figure 1.2. Difference in tendon attachment in (a) child and (b) adult (adapted from Gray’s
Anatomy, 1973).
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1.3.1 The apophysis and tendon.
The apophysis is an area of hyaline cartilage that hypertrophies and then ossifies with
maturation (Benjamin & McGonagle, 2009a; Ogden, 1984). There is a short transition of
tendon collagen through to hyaline cartilage onto the bone at the apophysis (Benjamin et al.,
2002, 2006; Benjamin & Ralphs, 1997). The tendon footprint at the apophysis is large and
provides a considerable area to dissipate muscular force. With maturity, tendon insertion
adaptation to longitudinal growth stops and larger muscular forces can be directed to bone
through a smaller insertion footprint.
The apophysis can become painful in adolescents, particularly those involved in high
levels of physical activity during periods of growth (Ducher et al., 2010; Kjaer, Langberg &
Magnusson, 2003). This is hypothesised to arise from contractile muscular forces tractioning
the fibrocartilage away from the underlying bone.
The apophyseal hyaline cartilage is relatively weak to tensile load compared with
bone, and tractional forces on the undeveloped apophysis are believed to contribute to
symptoms of the tendon insertion (Maffuli et al., 2003; Ogden, 1984). Apophysitis is used to
describe pain at the apophysis that is thought to arise from inflammation. No distinct
anatomical structure has been confirmed as the source of pain in apophysitis. Apophysitis is
reported in a wide range of tendon attachment sites throughout the immature skeleton and is
often attributed to increased physical activity (Azouz & Oudjhane, 1998; Benjamin et al.,
2002; Best, 1995; Donnelly, Bisset, Helms & Squire, 1999; Vandervliet et al., 2007).
Common symptomatic apophyseal sites in children who exercise are the patella tendon onto
the tibial tubercle (Osgood-Schlatter disease) and the Achilles tendon onto the calcaneum
(Sever’s disease) (Ducher et al., 2010).
The pain of apophysitis can reduce the physical activity of children and this may
indirectly affect the normal structure and function of tendon in the adult. Understanding the
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growth and development of tendon in children can improve understanding and management
of apophyseal symptoms. For example, recent radiographic imaging demonstrated that
structures such as fat pad, bursa and tendon are implicated in apophysitis (Ducher et al.,
2010, Hirano et al., 2000). The most commonly reported site of symptoms of apophysitis is
the patellar tendon attachment to the apophyseal tibial tubercle, called Osgood–Schlatter’s
disease (Maffuli et al., 2003). Tractional forces from the quadriceps muscle are understood to
detach the tendon apophyseal attachment, indicated on imaging as an increase in
fibrocartilage and ossification at the apophysis first described by Osgood (1903) and Schlatter
(1904). However, two recent imaging studies of the patellar tendon insertion report that
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound findings indicative of Osgood–Schlatter
disease are actually normal growth stages at the apophysis and are not correlated with
symptoms (Ducher et al., 2010, Hirano et al., 2002). Imaging suggests that symptoms at the
tendon attachment correlate with bursal, tendon and bone abnormalities at these sites in
children (Hirano et al., 2002, Rosenberg et al., 1992). This may be consistent with adult
disease, as tendon insertion pathology in adults often includes involvement of the fat pad and
bursal tissues that contribute to the structural integrity and function of the tendon insertion,
and together these structures are termed the enthesis organ (Benjamin et al., 2004, 2006;
Benjamin & McGonagle, 2009b; Benjamin & Ralphs, 1997).

The enthesis is a source of symptoms in immunosuppressant, rheumatological
disorders and also common in sporting injuries involving tendon (Irwin, 2010; Shaw &
Benjamin, 2007). Little has been reported on the enthesis organ in relation to the apophysis in
children. Detailing tendon structure of children who participate in regular physical activity
may improve understanding of tendon insertion in children.
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1.3.2 Apophyseal maturation.
In immature skeletons, the tendon inserts onto the apophysis and this is connected to
the long bone growth plate (epiphysis). Structurally, tendon development is dependent on
bone growth. Mechanically, the tendon insertion needs to maintain the same anatomical
position on the bone as the bone grows. To achieve this, in growing bone the tendon inserts at
the apophysis via an area of fibrocartilage that ossifies with maturity. The maturation of the
apophysis occurs at different times at the various tendon attachment sites and is linked to
skeletal maturation (Tanner, 1962). Without structural integrity of tendon collagen,
fibrocartilage may not be able to transmit tensile muscular forces to the bone and may
provide a protective mechanism to the immature insertion during longitudinal bone growth.
Tendon development may primarily be influenced by skeletal maturity, and after apophyseal
growth larger muscle forces generated could further influence tendon growth.
The maturation of each apophysis is site-and age-specific, and aligns with the
musculoskeletal development of the individual. For example, in the upper limb, ossification
nuclei of the olecranon apophysis at the elbow commences at approximately11 years in girls
and 13.5 in boys with complete fusion seen at 13 years in girls and 15 in boys (Diméglio,
Charles, Daures, DeRosa & Kabore, 2005). Tendon adaptation to exercise in children may
depend on maturation of the apophyses, where bony fusion allows greater force transmission
to bone, making tendon morphology dependent on bone growth. Both internally generated
(muscular) and external (physical) forces drive musculoskeletal growth. How these forces are
transmitted through the muscle–tendon–bone unit during development may influence tendon
development.

1.4 Force Transmission through the Muscle–Tendon–Bone Unit
Tendon is exposed to internally generated muscular force and external forces of
physical activity. There are two known pathways that transmit muscular force to bone. First,
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muscle contractile force transmits directly through the aponeurosis and tendon to the bone,
and/or second, it is transmitted indirectly through intramuscular connective tissue via lateral
force transmission (Haraldsson et al., 2008).
Although individual muscle fibres attach directly to tendon at the myotendinous
junction, some animal studies suggest that muscle fibres do not extend the full length of
muscle (Huijing & Jaspers, 2005; Street, 1983). These fibres transmit force laterally to
adjacent muscle fibres via intramuscular connective tissue and the aponeuroses, and this is an
alternate pathway to transmit forces to bone. In addition, collagenous links between muscle
fibres and muscle groups are continuous, with compartmental fascia and interosseal
membranes providing a pathway for force transmission from synergistic muscles (Huijing
&Baan, 2005; Yucesoy & Huijing, 2007). Increased cross linking between intramuscular
connective tissue is associated with the development of higher magnitude muscular force,
suggesting that increased mechanical use drives morphologic change in connective tissue
(Haraldsson et al. 2008; Huijing & Jaspers, 2005). The degree of physical activity may
determine the pathway of muscular force transmission and thereby influence the development
of tendon. For example, in children with immature musculoskeletal development, muscular
force may transmit via multiple connective tissue pathways whereas the development of
direct muscle tendon pathways may require both physical maturation and repeated physical
activity.
The concept of lateral force transmission of muscle force provides an alternative
pathway for muscle force to be generated on bone. While experimental evidence for this
process is evident, the degree of force transmitted through aponeurotic tissue is the source of
debate. Animal studies measuring lateral force transmission in vivo suggest contribution from
the aponeurosis to be minimal compared to tendon (Haraldsson et al., 2008; Huijing, 1999,
2007a; Street, 1983). Studies on force transmission through the Achilles tendon (Kraer et al.,
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2009; Vogel, 2003) report significant contributions of the aponeuroses of the lower leg to the
transmission of force to the foot (Benjamin & McGonagle, 2009a; Provenzano & Vanderby,
2006). Anatomical studies of the lower leg clearly demonstrate structural connections
between muscle and the nearby fascial aponeuroses (Benjamin & Ralphs, 1997; Kjaer et al.,
2009). Low measures of force may in part be due to the loosely arranged collagen structure
and immature collagen fibres of the aponeuroses compared to the organised collagen
structure of tendon, particularly in growing animals. In growing bone, it is well understood
that function drives shape (Bradney et al., 1998; Hamrick, McPherron, Lovejoy & Hudson,
2000; Martin & McColloch, 1987). If lateral force transmission does occur, then the
possibility arises that repeated use of muscle action across the aponeurosis could lead to
further development of this tissue. Haraldsson et al. (2008) have described lateral force
transmission in human tendon fascicles and, together with anatomical studies of structural
connections within the muscle–tendon–bone unit of fascia, aponeuroses and tendon provide a
basis for a functional continuum of force transmission. In children, this adaptive process
would have the greatest influence at the time of the rapid growth that occurs during puberty.
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1.4.1 Muscular force and tendon development.
Muscle contraction causes the largest dynamic strains on the skeleton and collagenous
tissues that influence its architecture and strength (Burr, 1997; Schiessl, Frost, & Jee, 1998).
For example, bone develops a strength–safety factor that affords capacity to be loaded within
its known loading parameters without requiring continual adaptive responses (Suominen,
2006, 2007; Turner & Robling, 2005; Wang et al., 2007). Likewise, tendon develops a
mechanical competency that affords a strength–safety factor to the physical forces
experienced (Frost, 2000a,b, 2003). A tenocyte-controlled threshold of minimal strain is
required before tendon adaptation can occur. Young tendon may be more influenced than
adult tendon by an increase in the degree of physical loading to adapt the ECM to maintain
the safety factor. Maintenance of the same loading events would not necessitate adaptation of
tendon if the tendon structure can manage the degree of loading.
Muscle volume is correlated with force generation. Maximal muscular force on
tendon is dependent on the cross sectional size of muscle, with greater cross sectional area
(CSA) of muscle being associated with higher forces (Kellis, 1998, Maganaris, 2002). Higher
force would consequently result in tenocyte adaptation, but other factors that influence the
degree of muscular force acting on tendon include joint position (Fallon, Blevins, Vogel &
Trotter, 2002), rate and frequency of loading (Finni, Komi & Lukkariniemi, 1998; Kyröläinen
et al., 2005) and exposure to activities (Korvick et al., 1996). These factors may be more
influential at skeletal maturity, when the influence of leverage factors related to body size is
greatest and genetic pre-determinants of muscle size have reached potential.
1.4.2 Forces in tendon.
Tendon force is directly transmitted to bone. Unlike muscle fibres, tendon fibrils
extend along the full tendon length and there is no anatomical evidence to suggest laterally
transmitted forces between collagen fibres (Haraldsson et al., 2008; Provenzano & Vanderby,
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2006). However, other ECM proteins such as proteoglycans are reported to provide a role in
force transmission through tendon (Kjaer et al., 2006). Tendon transmits muscular force, but
has the structural ability to modify force. Tendon increases its metabolic activity in response
to exercise with consequent modification to the ECM (Kjaer et al., 2006). Several studies
have demonstrated increase in proteoglycan production in tendon immediately following
exercise load (Kjaer, 2004; Kjaer et al., 2006; Kjaer et al., 2009; Riley et al., 1994; Vogel &
Heinegård, 1985). The resultant increase in proteoglyan ECM protein induces a rapid change
in intra-tendon water volume and the consequent ECM volume change directly influences
force transmission through the tendon (Kjaer, 2004; Kjaer et al., 2009). Change in the fluid
dynamics of the ECM can alter the stiffness and strain-to-tensile load on the tendon, which
disperses lateral shear force within tendon (Provenzano & Vanderby, 2006). Adult tendon
responds to mechanical load via an adaptive response from the tenocytes that increase
synthesis and turnover of matrix proteins. Response to quick, varying changes in force
transmission occurs from adaptation of the ECM, whereas chronic loading is associated with
increase in collagen synthesis. Evidence for ECM adaptation to altered contractile force is
seen in increased CSA of normal adult tendon with and without tendinopathy in response to
load without corresponding change in collagen tissue (Shalabi, Kristoffersen-Wilberg,
Svensson, Aspelin & Movin, 2004). In young tendon, repeated physical use may result in
positive, chronic adaptation of the ECM to loading events. This process of tendon adaptation
to load has not been investigated in children, although there are reports of increased tendon
size in imaging studies of symptomatic tendon disorders (Malliaras, Cook, Ptasznik, &
Thomas, 2006, Ducher et al., 2010, Malliaras, Voss, Garau, Richards, & Maffulli,2010).
1.4.3 Connective tissue compliance and force transmission.
Tendon force transmission to bone is also affected by connective tissue compliance.
Together, the muscular fascia, aponeurosis and tendon provide a continuum of connective
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tissue for force transmission onto bone. However, the compliance of connective tissue to
physical load is variable within tendon and aponeurotic tissue and can alter the degree to
which force transmission occurs (Kjaer, 2004; Kjaer et al., 2006; Turner, 2002). Increased
compliance reduces connective tissue stiffness and diminishes the ability of the structure to
sustain and transmit force. Measurements of the magnitude of strain through the aponeurosis
are less than that seen in tendon (Magnusson et al., 2003). Using ultrasonography to examine
the strain occurring in the muscle tendon unit, Maganaris and Paul (2000) showed that for the
same tensile force, the aponeurosis was more compliant than free tendon (Magnusson et al.,
2003). Further to this structural difference, there are differences between proximal and distal
tendon in its compliance (Kjaer, 2004). The tendon insertion has high levels of fibrocartilage
and is stiffer than the tendon mid-substance, and this stiffness effect is more pronounced in
the tendons of trained individuals (Shaw & Benjamin, 2007).
Tendon compliance also varies between young and old. With maturation, increased
collagen cross links make tendon stiffer with decreased compliance to load and subsequent
increased response to change in load. The opposite effect is seen in young tendon. In a study
investigating the variance in elastic properties of tendon, the vastus lateralis tendon and
aponeurosis of both peri-pubertal and pubertal boys were more compliant than those of adult
men during maximal voluntary contraction (Keneshi et al., 2001). At the apophysis, the large
amount of fibrocartilage increases tendon stiffness and this may protect the immature
muscle–tendon complex from injury by reducing the response to change in load.
The demands of physical activity further place tendon under varying strain. With
longitudinal growth, the ratio of muscle to tendon length remains constant and the ability to
produce force per unit length is similar between young and adult muscle (Elliot, 1965; Hurov,
1986). The load-deformation properties of tendon are attributable in some part to the crimp
pattern of collagen that exhibit time- and speed-dependent properties. However, with activity,
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physical attributes such as the magnitude of load, history of loading and rate of loading can
affect the material properties of tendon, and physiologically alter the length–tension curve of
the muscle–tendon complex (Hyttinnen, et al., 2009). These physical attributes, together with
forces developed by repeated muscle contractions of the same muscle in activities (such as
sport played during childhood development) could contribute to variance in the structure and
morphology of tendon (Arndt, Brüggemann, Koebke & Segesser, 1999).
Together, the differences in tendon compliance, change in the amount of
intramuscular connective tissue and the possibility of aponeurotic force transmission provide
variables in force transmission that are all affected by mechanical usage. As a consequence,
there may be variability in the structural and physical characteristics of tendon exposed to
increased mechanical usage such as exercise, particularly during tendon development.
Structural change associated with physical training and usage may manifest as characteristic
morphological differences, for example in size, between the dominant and non-dominant
arms. Evidence for this is seen in the increased bone size of the dominant upper limb in
unilateral sports such as tennis (Bass et al., 2002; Haaspasalo, Sievanen, Kannus, Heinonen,
Oja & Vuori,1996, Haaspasalo et al, 1998, Haaspasalo, Kontulainen, Sievanen, Kannus,
Jarvinen & Vuori, 2000).

1.5 The Influence of External Load on Tendon
In childhood, the musculoskeletal system is exposed to multiple physical forces from
a variety of activities that can greatly influence development. For example, bone is highly
sensitive to the influence of physical use, particular in the pre-pubertal years (Bass et al.,
2002; Daly, 2007; Ducher, Jaffre, Arlettaz, Benhamou & Courteix, 2005; Egan, Reilly,
Giacomoni, Redmond & Turner, 2006; Haaspasalo, 1996). The resulting bone effects from
increased physical load are site- and gender-specific. Repetitive muscular use during growth
also preferentially develops certain muscle groups, for example leg muscles in runners and
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the upper body muscles in male gymnasts (Douda, Laparidis & Tokmakidis, 2002; Ostojic,
Mazic & Dikc, 2006). There are no reports of the influence that physical activity may have on
the structure and morphology of young tendon or if site and gender differences occur.
1.5.1 Physical activity and the musculoskeletal system.
There is a continuum of connective tissue that provides a structural link between
muscle, tendon and bone. Development of this connection is affected by physical activity.
The transmission of muscular force through this link produces movement that with repetition
of load prompts adaptive morphological change (Schwartz et al., 2013; Schweitzer, Zelzer &
Volk, 2010). Structural, adaptive change of muscle and bone is reported in children who are
physically active (Bass et al., 2007; Daly, 2007; Linden, Ahlborg, Besjakov, Gardsell &
Karlsson, 2006; Sundberg et al., 2002; Ward, Roberts, Adams & Mughal, 2005). Physical
activity, in particular physical activity through the pubertal years, is well documented to
influence bone size and there is a relationship between muscle and bone size development
(Bailey et al., 2003; Fuchs et al., 2001; MacKelvie, Khan, Petit, Janssen & McKay, 2003;
MacKelvie et al., 2004; Matthews et al., 2006). However, there is no literature investigating
the association of tendon size with muscle and bone size in children or if this relationship is
influenced by puberty, gender or physical activity. Investigating the effect of exercise on
tendon size of children, and how tendon size relates to muscle and bone size during growth,
can provide knowledge of how tendon development is influenced by physical activity.
Children involved in sport provide a useful group in which to investigate the effects of
exercise on the developing musculoskeletal system. Differences in development of muscle
and bone size of the dominant arm are reported in unilateral exercise load such as racquet
sports (Ducher, Meme, Magni, Viali & Benhamou, 2005; Haaspasalo et al 2000,Kontulainen,
Sievanen, Kannus, Pasanen & Vuori, 2002, Kontulainen, Sievanen, Kannus, Pasanen &
Vuori 2003). Increased bone dimensions of length, cortical and endocortical diameters were
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found in children who played tennis from an early age and the effect was larger in those
commencing tennis prior to puberty. Muscle force exposure and timing of maturation
influence this effect (Taylor et al., 2009). Interestingly, repeated use of the arm in low grade
muscular activity such as violin playing do not produce such dramatic bone effects (Frost,
2003) .What effect increased bone size has on tendon development is not known and children
involved in asymmetrical sport such as tennis provide a unique population to investigate
tendon development in exercise-loaded and non-loaded limbs.
1.5.2 Unilateral exercise load and tendon development.
Physical activity of the upper limb occurs during childhood when acquiring new
physical skill. Many sports in which children are involved, for example, gymnastics and
swimming, involve bilateral upper limb activity. Unilateral sports, such as baseball and
tennis, provide a unique opportunity to investigate the effect of exercise on the dominant
compared to the non-dominant arm. Several studies report changes in bone size and
composition of the dominant arm in children exposed to high-level tennis (Bass et al. 2002;
Ducher, Tournaire, Meddahi-Pelle, Benhamou & Courteix, 2006; Haaspasalo, Kannus,
Sievanen, Pasanen & al, 1998; Haaspasalo et al., 1996, 2000). There is no literature reporting
the effect of exercise on tendon tissue in children.
Tennis is a common sport played in Australia across a wide age range, and is popular
with both boys and girls. Tennis is commonly commenced in childhood and often played
throughout puberty into adulthood. Tennis provides a unique opportunity to investigate the
effect of exercise load on tendon in a unilateral arm dominance model with the non-dominant
arm acting as a biological control (Haaspasolo, 1996; Kontulainen et al., 2003; McClanahan
et al., 2002; Nara-Ashizawa et al., 2002; Sanchis-Moysi et al., 2004). Although the recent use
of double-handed techniques in tennis might suggest a reduction in the effect of arm
dominance on unilateral development, there is evidence that the dominant arm generates the
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main force. A biomechanical study by Buckley and Kerwin (1988) reported that the dominant
arm produces force and the non-dominant arm acts as a guide to movement.
The sport of tennis involves several specific movement skills that expose the upper
limb to varying physical loads that may require different involvement of the triceps brachii
muscle (Table 2.1). Unverfeth et al. (1973) indicated that the medial head of the triceps is
preferentially activated during unopposed extension from a flexed position; whereas an
electromyography study reported that all the heads of triceps function at the same length–
tension relationship throughout activity. However, this is unlikely considering the different
lengths of the muscle bellies for each head (LeBozec, Maton & Cnockaert, 1980).
As all tennis skills utilise the triceps muscle,, physical force bias towards development
of particular individual muscle heads of the triceps brachii muscle is unlikely in the dominant
arm. Investigating the triceps brachii muscle in children who play tennis can provide
knowledge of how physical activity influences tendon development.
Table 2.1
Potential Involvement of Triceps Brachii Muscle Heads during Actions in Tennis (adapted
from LeBozec et al., 1980)

Forehand

Medial head

Lateral head

Long head

low force

high force

sustained force

+

Backhand
Double backhand

++
+

Serve
Volley

+++
++

+

++
+

1.5.3 Upper limb apophysitis.
Participation in sport is associated with a higher incidence of apophysitis (Yde &
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Nielson, 1990). Apophysitis was reported less in the upper than the lower limb, perhaps as a
result of reduced physical loading. The humeral medial and lateral epicondyle are frequently
reported symptomatic in young baseball pitchers (Ellenbecker, 1996; Wilk, 2003). Throwing
sports are associated with repeated, increased extension forces loading the posterior elbow
with compression on the olecranon apophysis, and this has been reported as a mechanism of
pain in young athletes. Although uncommon, traction apophysitis of the olecranon has been
reported in weight lifting, gymnastics and diving (Kibuule, Fehringer & Omaha, 2007;
Sheps,Black, Reed & Davidson 1997; Zionts & Vachon, 1997). Apophysitis of the upper
limb has not been reported in children who participate in tennis. Therefore the upper limb
tendons of this group of children provide an ideal area to investigate structural development
of normal tendon exposed to exercise load. The triceps brachii tendon is an isolated and
relatively large structure, and insertion of this tendon onto the olecranon is easily identified
on imaging. Understanding the influence of exercise on the normal growth and development
of the triceps brachii tendon may assist the understanding and management of elbow pain in
young athletes.

1.6 Summary
The musculoskeletal system develops throughout childhood, creating an effective
structural platform to produce skilled movement. The efficiency of that movement is
dependent on normal musculoskeletal development. The transmission of muscular force to
bone during development is dependent on the structural integrity of tendon, which has unique
characteristics in children. Tendon is a distinct connective tissue that develops in response to
systemic and local factors including hormonal, nutritional and physical forces. Under normal
physical load, tendon responds and adapts to maintain structural and functional integrity, but
the apophysis of children who exercise can become symptomatic. However, childhood
physical activity has a positive influence on development of muscle and bone. Whether there
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are similar effects on tendon development has not been reported. Understanding the influence
of physical load on the development of tendon may provide further information on childhood
tendon disorders and adult tendon health. Investigating the upper limb in children involved in
tennis, during growth, provides a unique opportunity to determine the effects of unilateral
exercise load on tendon size development and how tendon development relates to muscle and
bone development.

1.7 Research Objectives and Aims
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the morphology of tendon in children
exposed to exercise and inactive children, and to examine the influence of unilateral physical
activity, puberty and gender to tendon development. This thesis also investigates the relation
of tendon size to muscle and bone size during childhood.
Key research aims are to examine the triceps brachii tendon and:
•

develop a method to measure tendon size

•

evaluate if morphologic tendon shape in children is related to physical activity

•

compare tendon size between the dominant and non-dominant arms of children who
exercise and those that do not

•

identify the relation of gender and pubertal status to tendon size between the dominant
and non-dominant arms of children

•

determine the relation of tendon size to muscle and bone size in children.
Chapter 2 will examine a method for measuring tendon size and describe differences

seen in the shape of the triceps brachii tendon of children exposed to tennis during prepubertal, peri-pubertal and pubertal years compared to that of controls.
Chapters 3 and 4 compare the effects of exercise, gender and pubertal status on the
size of the triceps brachii tendon between dominant and non-dominant arms of children
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exposed to regular exercise and controls.
Chapter 5 examines the inter-relationship of muscle, tendon and bone size in a group
of children exposed to regular exercise, and in controls. This chapter examines the
developmental interactions related to size occurring between muscle, tendon and bone in
relation to gender and pubertal stage, and participation in exercise.
Chapter 6 discusses the overall results of this study and examines their relevance to
the understanding of tendon with relation to the muscle–tendon–bone continuum. In
particular this chapter highlights the influence of exposure to exercise on tendon morphology
in children with respect to gender and pubertal status. This chapter includes discussion on the
limitations and strengths of this thesis and considers further areas of research.
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A Method of Measuring the Triceps Brachii Tendon
Size in Children
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a method of measuring the CSA of the triceps brachii tendon
from magnetic resonance images (MRI) of children involved in exercise. It is based upon
similar studies that assessed muscle and bone size in children (Bass et al., 2007; Daly, 2007).
The measurement of musculoskeletal structures from radiographic imaging can be
used to investigate differences in anatomical structures between individuals; and over time,
repeated imaging can reveal patterns of growth and the influence of factors such as physical
activity. Recent advances in MRI allow the assessment of large areas of the body repeatedly
and in good detail, without the adverse effects of radiation from traditional radiographic
techniques. MRI provides superior resolution to ultrasound and also allows the digital
manipulation of imaging with software that can assess volume and size of particular tissues,
such as tendon.
To assess tendon size, MRI images of both upper limbs of children were obtained
from a study that investigated the influence of exercise on bone size (Bass et al., 2002). This
data set contained well-defined tendon images of the upper limb from children who were
actively involved in tennis and a control group of children not involved in tennis. Previous
use of this dataset included investigation of the effect of playing tennis on the humeral bone
structure, which demonstrated increased cortical width, increased total bone area and
increased length of the dominant arm, compared to children who did not play tennis (Bass et
al., 2002; Daly & Bass, 2006; Ducher, 2005; Ducher et a.,2006, 2010). These changes were
influenced by gender and pubertal status (Ducher et al., 2005; Ducher, 2006; Haaspasalo,
1996). None of these previous studies considered or reported findings from tendon structures
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in the images. The aim of this thesis was to investigate how tendon develops in this same
cohort and if physical activity during childhood, and gender and pubertal status influence this
development.

2.2 Upper Limb Anatomical Structures Examined in this Thesis
The three anatomical structures that will be examined in this thesis are the humerus,
the triceps brachii muscle and the triceps brachii tendon.
The humerus (Figure 2.1) articulates with the scapula proximally and the radius and
ulna distally. The shaft of the middle of the humerus is almost cylindrical and flares out
distally to form the humeral epicondyles of the elbow joint.
Humeral head

Figure 2.1. Posterior view of the humerus (adapted from Grays Anatomy, 1973).
The triceps brachii muscle is located posteriorly in the upper arm and comprises three
distinct heads (long, medial and lateral) that extend distally from the posterior shoulder to
their insertion as a common tendon above the elbow that inserts into the olecranon process of
the ulna (Figure 2.2) (Gray, 1973). The long head of the triceps brachii arises from the
scapula and extends the length of the humerus between the medial and lateral heads of the
Supracondylar ridge

muscle to join the common tendon insertion. The long head of triceps extends the arm at the
Medial epicondyle of humerus

shoulder via its scapular attachment and also extends the elbow via the common tendon
insertion (Bannister, 1995; Belentani et al., 2009).
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Triceps brachii muscle

Lateral head
Long head
Elbow joint

Medial head

Figure 2.2. Anatomy of the posterior arm: detail of the triceps brachii muscle (adapted from
Gray, 1973; Anatomy of the Human Body. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger,).
The medial head arises from the medial surface of the humerus and the medial intermuscular septum, and joins the common tendon insertion (Bannister, 1995). The medial
tendon may also extend further distally to the elbow joint over the medial ligament (Madsen
et al., 2006). The lateral head of the triceps brachii arises from the posterolateral surface of
the humerus and lateral inter-muscular septum, and joins the common tendon insertion
(Bannister, 1995; Yehet al., 2010). Both medial and lateral heads of the triceps act to extend
the elbow.
The multiple heads of the triceps brachii muscle are separated and connected by a
connective tissue network called the brachii fascia, which this blends into the common triceps
tendon extending past the elbow into the fascia of the forearm. The brachii fascia of the upper
arm forms both a subcutaneous thin, loose, membranous sheath around the muscles of the
arm that is thickest over the triceps brachii, and a deep, strong inter-muscular septum (see
Figure 2.3) (Gray, 1973). The thicker medial and lateral inter-muscular septum are attached
to the supracondylar ridge and epicondyle of the humerus (Bannister, 1995). The structural
relationship of the fascia to the muscles of the arm provides a connective tissue continuum
through which forces generated from muscle contraction can be transmitted to bone along
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with forces transmitted through the tendon (Huijing, 1999, 2007a).

Brachial fascia

Triceps brachii muscle

Figure 2.3. Cross section through the middle of the upper arm ( Eycleshymer, A.C.,
Schoemaker, D.M., Potter, P., Smith, C. & Jones, T., 1911).
The triceps brachii extends the elbow during activities of the upper limb (Kapandji,
1982). It can be involved in large force extension movements such as pushing, and in low
grade, control function over the elbow to enable fine motor coordination of hand movements
such as writing. Each head has separate motor neurone sub-nuclei in the spinal cord that
possess distinct functional characteristics (Buckley & Kerwin, 1988). The long head of the
triceps brachii has a mix of type I and type II muscle fibres and can produce sustained force
generation for synergistic control of movement over the shoulder and elbow (Buckley &
Kerwin, 1988). The lateral head is predominantly large type II fibres capable of occasional,
high intensity force, and the medial head of type I fibres has been associated with low
sustained force movement.
The triceps brachii tendon commences halfway down the upper arm and consists of a
subcutaneous, lateral and a deep, medial aponeurotic laminae arising from the lateral and
long heads of the triceps brachii that converge into a single medially directed, oblong tendon
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above the elbow (Bannister, 1995). The tendon inserts onto the posterior upper surface of the
olecranon and also the posterior wall of the elbow joint capsule (Bannister, 1995; Gray,
1973). A cadaveric study of the distal triceps tendon in 27 elbows reported a large footprint
of insertion onto the olecranon, averaging 466 mm2 (Yeh, et al.,2010), suggesting the muscle
can generate high force. Conversely, Athwal, McGill & Risopli, et al., (2009) reported the
insertion area to be approximately 134 mm2 on average. One reason for this discrepancy
between the studies may be that the tendon insertion footprint is related to bone size. Keener,
Chafik, Kim, Galatz & Yamaguchi (2010) reported a ratio of 0.88 for the triceps tendon
width to olecranon width, consistent across 36 adult elbows. The discrepancy in footprint size
between studies could also relate to the exact definition of the tendon insertion. Studies of
cadaveric triceps tendon have reported that the medial tendon has a deep second insertion
distal to the olecranon onto the medial ligament of the elbow (Athwal,et al., 2009; Belentani
et al., 2009; Keener et al. 2010; Madsen et al., 2006; Sheps et al., 1997; Yeh et al, 2010).
Also, a study reported that fibres of the lateral tendon extend distally from the olecranon
insertion over the anconeus muscle and continue into the fascia of the forearm (Keener et al.,
2010). These extensions of the tendon make footprint dimensions difficult to measure.
Therefore, the triceps brachii tendon has an anatomical relation with the arm and forearm
fascia that provides a scaffold through which the triceps muscle can exert force throughout
the limb.
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is no published description of tendon development
during childhood and how tendon may be influenced by physical activity. The first step
towards answering these questions was to investigate a method for assessing tendon
dimensions from MRI from an established data set.

2.3 Aim
The aim of this chapter was to describe a reliable method of measuring the triceps
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brachii tendon size from MRI scans. The null hypothesis was that the digital measurement of
size of the triceps brachii tendon taken from MRI scans on separate occasions would not be a
reliable measure of tendon size.

2.4 Method
The data used in this study were taken from MRI images obtained in a previous study
investigating the influence of exercise on bone size in the upper limbs of children (Bass et al.,
2002). Informed written consent was obtained from each participant and their parents. The
study was approved by the Human Ethics Committee of Deakin University, Melbourne. The
CSA of the triceps brachii tendon of each of the dominant and non-dominant arms was
outlined and measured from the images. A test–retest model was used to check intra-rater
reliability.
2.4.1 Participants.
Children 10–18 years of age, who played tennis, were recruited from tennis clubs in
metropolitan Melbourne, Australia. Participants were included if they had been playing
competitive tennis for a minimum of two years and were currently training at least two hours
per week. All participants had been playing tennis for at least five years and were still playing
tennis at the time of the study. Control participants were randomly recruited from schools in
the same area and were included if they were not involved in playing tennis or regular sport.
Participants were excluded if they had any past history of fracture, and none of the children
had any disease or had ever used medication known to affect bone or tendon.
Data from 104 children (64 boys and 50 girls) were available for use in this study
(data from 12 children (7 boys, 5 girls) were excluded due to movement artefact on the MRI
images). For the reliability study reported in this chapter, data from nine participants were
included.
2.4.2 Magnetic resonance imaging of the triceps brachii tendon.
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The existing MRI images of both upper limbs were measured using a 1.5 Tesla MRI
whole body unit (software version 12.0; Signa Excite; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI,
USA), with a commercial four-channel torso coil. The MRI unit was located at the Knox
Hospital (Wantirna, Australia) and the images were obtained according to a typical upper
limb protocol. The participants were scanned in the supine position with the arms resting
extended at their side and positioned as close as possible to the centre of the magnet where
the field is homogeneous. Up to 36 serial, fast-gradient images of each arm were obtained,
depending on limb length. T1-weighted spin-echo images were taken at a repetition time of
3900 ms and echo time of 10 ms. The field of view was 220 mm2 and matrix size was 512 ×
512 (pixel size: 430 µm2). The axial/oblique image slices (perpendicular to the humerus)
were 4 mm thick with an 8-mm inter-slice gap.
2.4.3 Tendon measurement.
The MRI scans (cross sectional) of the dominant and non-dominant upper limbs were
collected and loaded from CD to 3D-Doctor software (Able Software Corp, 2008) for image
conversion and measurement analysis by the author. For each participant, two image stacks
were obtained, one for each of the right and left arm, and the recreated image viewed in 3DDoctor on a large, flat screen with high resolution (Philips, 1,028 × 960 pixels). Each image
stack provided a transverse view of upper limb in sequential slices beginning at the distal
point of the humerus at the elbow and continuing superiorly along the upper limb to the
superior surface of the shoulder. Each cross sectional slice from the distal humerus extending
up the arm was magnified for ease of visualisation. The image was converted to colour pixels
to assist border delineation and the image contrast sharpened. Each pixel is a data point on
the MRI digital image. On the contrast view, regions of similar shaded pixels represent
certain tissue types, primarily as a function of the density of that particular tissue type. The
contrast used to highlight tendon was fixed throughout the slices and settings saved to allow
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for uniform levels of contrast in images within and across participants. The boundary edit
function of 3D-Doctor was used to trace the boundary of the triceps tendon in each slice of
the upper limb using a wireless mouse. Multiple node points were made along the boundary
trace. The node points are digital reference points along the boundary, which 3D-Doctor uses
to construct a three-dimensional image of the defined object. The insertion of the triceps
brachii tendon was identified at the level of the distal humerus where the epicondylar ridge
flares out lateral and medial to the shaft, and the appearance of the superior margin of the
olecranon commences (Figure 2.4).
Humerus

Triceps brachii tendon

Figure 2.4. MRI axial slice at the distal humerus demonstrating the triceps brachii tendon.
Figure 2.4 is an example of an image slice taken at the first level for measurement of
CSA of the tendon. Sequential slices were viewed and the CSA of the triceps brachii tendon
measured using the boundary editor tool on 3D-Doctor software then digitalised for analysis.
Up to 18 slices were traced for each arm (up the arm to the level of the two aponeuritic
laminae of the tendon) of each participant, to measure the length of the triceps brachii tendon.
From the CSA slices, the tendon was digitally rendered into a three-dimensional image, from
which the tendon volume was calculated.
For the reliability study, nine participants were randomly selected from the data set
and, using the described method, the cross sectional tendon areas of the triceps brachii tendon
of sequential slices were measured and digitalised on two occasions two days apart.
2.4.4 Participant characteristics and demographic data.
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Each participant was assessed for pubertal status, training history, height and weight,
and arm dominance in the original study by Bass et al.(Bass, 2002). Pubertal status was selfassessed with parental supervision using the standard five-scale Tanner stages for pubic hair,
and genital and breast development (Tanner, 1962). Participants were classified as prepubertal (Tanner Stage 1), peri-pubertal (Tanner Stages 2–4), or post-pubertal (Tanner Stage
5). Each participant’s training history was assessed by questionnaire (see Appendix 1). The
participants and parents were asked to record at what age they had started playing regular
tennis for more than two hours per week, the number of years of practice and the number of
hours per week of tennis. Arm dominance was established as the arm used in serving.
Anthropometric measurement of body weight (kg) was measured on a balance-beam scale
(SECA 709, Hamburg, Germany) with the participants wearing underwear only. Body height
(cm) was measured to the nearest 1 mm with a standard laboratory stadiometer (SECA,
Hamburg, Germany).
2.4.5 Data analysis.
Data analysis was performed using SPSS (version 20) software. Descriptive statistics
(mean and standard deviation, SD) were used to describe the participant characteristics. The
reliability of measuring the CSA of the triceps tendon was tested using a paired-samples t-test
(p = 0.05) based on two repeated measures. The mean difference between the measurements,
95% confidence intervals and coefficient of variation were also reported. Intra-class
correlation coefficients (ICC3,1) and related standard errors of measurement were calculated
using data from CSA triceps tendon size, and 95% confidence intervals determined. Intrarater reliability of triceps brachii tendon size was assessed with intra-class correlation
coefficients (ICC3) as described by Shrout and Fleiss (1979). An ICC of 0–0.24 reflected
poor; 0.25–0.49, low; 0.50–0.69, fair; 0.7–0.89, good; and 0.9–1.0, excellent correlation
between repeated measures.
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2.5 Results
The nine participants (two scans of each arm, provided 18 independent data points), included
in the reliability study are detailed in Table 2.2. For the nine participants, 106 MRI slices of
tendon cross sectional slices from each arm (for dominant and non-dominant) were available
for measurement (ranging from 10 to 13 slices per person, per arm). A total of 212 MRI
images were included. No controls were included.
Table 2.2
Descriptive Statistics of Reliability Study Participants: Mean (Standard Deviation)
Tennis boys (n=4)

Tennis girls (n=5) Total (n=9)
MRI slices = 212

Age (years)

13.07 (1.07)

14.06 (1.34)

13.14 (1.09)

Weight (kg)

49.64 (9.9)

49.2 (3.49)

49.4 (6.55)

Height (cm)

161.43 (4.96)

158.04 (9.65)

159.54 (7.68)

Age began tennis (years)

6.95 (2.52)

7.42 (3.09)

7.21 (2.68)

Current hours of tennis

17.5 (2.08)

17.1 (3.61)

17.28 (2.86)

2.5.1 Reliability of tendon cross sectional area measurement.
There was no significant difference in repeated measurements of triceps tendon CSA
from Time 1 (M = 232.71 mm2, SD = 131.62, SEM =9.04, MDC = 25.06) to Time 2 (M =
235.33 mm2, SD = 132.85, SEM = 9.12, MDC =25.28), (t (211) = −2.6, p = 0.07, 95% CI
−5.5–0.26). There was a high correlation in intra-observer tendon measurement (ICC3 = 0.98,
p = 0.001).
Based on the high correlation of intra-observer measurements, the null hypothesis can
be rejected, and it can be concluded that digital measurement from MRI scans is a reliable
method of recording the size of the triceps brachii tendon.
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2.6 Discussion
In this study a method for detailing the CSA of tendon was presented. In a randomly
selected group of nine children, the measurement of triceps brachii tendon CSA from MRI
slices (n=212) demonstrated good intra-rater reliability. This result is consistent with other
reports of muscle, bone and tendon measurement from MRI (Ducher & Blimkie, 2006;
Ducher, Meme et al., 2005; Shalabi, Kristoffersen-Wilberg & Aspelin, 2005). Richards et al.
(2001) investigated the Achilles tendon CSA on MRI in 11 individuals and reported good
reliability of repeated measures. Similar reliability of measuring Achilles tendon CSA was
reported by Brushøj et al. (2006), who measured several lower limb tendons in 11 soccer
players (mean 17.5 years old). However, this study also reported that not all tendons could be
reliably measured due to difficulties in image procurement, and that apart from in the case of
the Achilles tendon, inter-rater reliability of MRI lower limb tendon CSA was poor.
Reliability of tendon size measurement from MRI imaging has been reported as ‘good’ to
‘high’ by several authors, based on coefficient of variation for MRI measures of Achilles
tendon CSA ranging from 4.9 to 7.7% (Brushøj et al., 2006; Magnusson & Kjaer, 2003;
Shalabi, etal., 2005) and quadriceps CSA, 7% (Standley et al., 2013).

2.7 Summary
The triceps brachii tendon is well identified in MRI scans of the upper limb. Using
3D-Doctor software, the CSA of this tendon can be measured with good intra-rater reliability.
This method of measurement of tendon size provides an opportunity to investigate changes in
tendon dimension during growth.
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Differences in Shape of the Triceps Brachii Tendon in
Children
3.1 Introduction
Tendon tissue forms a unique connection between contractile muscle and bone. A
tendon’s shape affects its mechanical properties and is a determinant of muscle force
transmission to bone (Silver et al., 1992). The course that tendon fibres take within muscular
connective tissue and around bony structures determines the force transmitted to the bone.
For example, the medial hamstrings tendon forms a broad sheet-like attachment through the
muscle that ends distally in a short, ovoid tendon, creating a large surface area for muscle
fibre attachment to apply constant, low grade force. In comparison, a cylindrical shaped
tendon has a smaller CSA for muscular attachment that applies fast and strong muscular force
to bone. Therefore, tendon structure, and in particular shape, is dependent on the type and
degree of muscular force, and can determine the forces applied to bone.
Tendon shape is regulated primarily by genetic factors (Rigozzi et al.,2010). This
ensures a relatively constant anatomical design between individuals. Anatomical differences
do occur and usually involve either the absence or addition of muscle, tendon or bone. For
example, the palmaris longus tendon in the forearm is absent in 5−23% of the population
(Kose et al., 2009; Sebastin, Puhaindran, Lim, Lim & Bee, 2005; Thompson, Mockford &
Cran, 2001). Tendon shape may also be influenced by environmental factors such as
mechanical load applied by exercise (Frost, 2000b).
Adaptations in muscle and bone size and shape are influenced by factors including
pubertal status, gender and mechanical load, and children appear to be particularly sensitive
to this. Bone, of children in particular, responds to exercise, adapting its shape to increase
structural strength (Ducher et al., 2006, Duchman & Berg, 2006). This adaptation is gender
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specific, resulting in differences in cortical and endocortical shape between boys and girls.
Puberty is also a factor. Bone exposed to exercise pre-pubertally demonstrates a greater
adaptive response in structural shape. However, the relationship of gender, pubertal status
and mechanical load with tendon is unknown.
Racquet sports such as tennis provide a unique opportunity to investigate the effects
of mechanical load on a tendon’s shape in the dominant arm compared with the nondominant arm (Daly et al., 2004; Ducher, Meme et al. , 2005; Ducher, Jaffre et al., 2005). The
triceps brachii muscle is used extensively in tennis for all strokes and when serving (Buckley
& Kerwin, 1988). Playing tennis may affect the triceps brachii tendon shape due to the high
muscular forces involved.
The triceps brachii tendon in adults is reported in the literature to be of a consistent
anatomical shape (Bannister, 1995) and is easily identified on MRI images of the arm.
However, the anatomical shape of childhood tendon has not been reported. Factors such as
physical activity and side dominance may affect the development of tendon shape. Therefore,
this study compared the shape of the triceps brachii tendon between children who played
tennis and those in a control group that did not play tennis.

3.2 Aim and Hypotheses
The primary aim of this study was to assess the shape of tendon in children and to
determine the effects of gender, pubertal status and environmental factors (exercise) on
tendon shape in children. The secondary aim was to determine if tendon shape was related to
tendon size in children. As there was no previous literature on the shape of the tendon, the
null hypotheses were adopted, that there were not differences:
•

In the shape of the triceps brachii tendon between individuals.

•

In the shape of the triceps tendon between children who play tennis and children who
do not.
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In the shape of the triceps brachii tendon between the dominant and non-dominant
arm in children.

•

In the shape of the triceps brachii tendon between genders.

•

In the shape of the triceps brachii tendon in relation to pubertal status.

•

Lastly, tendon shape does not influence tendon size.

3.3 Method
3.3.1 Participants.
The participants for this study were the cohort of 104 children (58 boys, 46 girls) who
participated in a previous prospective study investigating the effect of exercise on bone
growth in children (Bass et al., 2002). Details about the selection and recruitment of
participants for this study were presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1.
3.3.2 Outcome measures.
MRI images were used to determine the anatomical shape of the triceps brachii
tendon. From the MRI data, common shape features were noted and recorded by placing the
specific shape of the triceps brachii tendon into definable groups.
Visual inspection (by the author) of the MRI appearance of the triceps brachii tendon
revealed differences in tendon shape among individuals. The shape of the triceps tendon was
classified into one of three distinct forms (a regular, fascial and irregular shape) across the
cohort of children. For each participant, the triceps brachii tendon of the dominant and nondominant arm was assigned separately to one of the three groups.
Tendons in the regular grouping of the triceps brachii tendon were characterised
distally by a regular, oblong–cylindrical shape, and developed a smooth perimeter in an
antero–posterior axis aligned somewhat medial to the posterior part of the upper arm. This
regular–shaped tendon was continuous on the postero–superficial and lateral border of the
triceps muscle group and commenced approximately halfway down the length of the upper
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arm extending distally to the epicondylar humeral area.
Fascial-shaped tendon appearance was characterised by a dominant fascial band that
maintained a continuous attachment to the distal thickening of the triceps tendon. At distal
levels, the thickened medial tendon was flattened and did not broaden into an oblong–
cylindrical shape as observed in the regular-shaped subgroup.
The third subgroup was distinct in not having defined characteristics of either the
regular or fascial-shaped subgroup. This irregular group was characterised by an irregular,
variable and wavy-shaped fascial border with no distinct broadening of the distal tricep
tendon. MRI scans of the three characteristic groups are presented in Figure 3.1.
Total tendon volume was used as the measure of tendon size. The tendon volume was
determined by outlining the triceps brachii tendon CSA of each MRI slice for the total length
of the dominant and non-dominant arm. The method for this measure is presented in Chapter
2, Section 2.4.3. These CSA measures were added and total tendon volume calculated using
3D-Doctor software.
3.3.3 Participant characteristics and demographic data.
For this study, participants were assessed for arm dominance, age, height, weight,
pubertal status and training history. Characteristics of each of the 104 participants included in
this study were assessed according to details provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.5.
3.3.4 Data analysis.
To determine if there was a difference in the triceps brachii tendon volume across the
three tendon shape groups, a Kruskal–Wallis test was performed using SPSS (version 20)
software. This non-parametric test is used when there is one nominal variable and one
measurement variable that does not meet an assumption of normality (McDonald, 2009). If
the Kruskal–Wallis test statistic was significant, a Mann–Whitney U-test (a non-parametric
test of the null hypothesis that two populations are the same) was then performed to
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determine where there was any significant difference between any of the three shape groups
and tendon volume. The effect size of the Mann–Whitney U-test was determined using
Cohen criteria of 0.1 = small effect, 0.3 = medium effect and 0.5 = large effect (Cohen,
1988).
A chi-square, non-parametric test was performed to determine if there was a
difference between the three tendon shape groupings in gender, pubertal status and tennis
participation. Effect size statistics were determined using Cohen (1988) criteria as above. A p
value of 0.05 was considered to indicate a significant difference.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Participants.
The dominant and non-dominant arm triceps brachii tendon shape was observed in
104 participants with the following characteristics (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1
Characteristics of the 104 Participants in the Study. Values are Means (M) ± Standard
Deviation SD
M ± SD
Age (years)

13.02 ± 2.95

Height (cm)

156.18 ± 14.79

Weight (kg)

48.38 ± 13.68

Age (years) began tennis

7.08 ± 1.98

3.4.2 Triceps brachii tendon shapes.
Observation of the triceps brachii tendon shape was made of the dominant and nondominant arms of 104 participants. The shape of the triceps brachii tendon appeared to have
three distinct forms (a regular, fascial and irregular shape) across the cohort of children. Each
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tendon was allocated into one of three specific groupings based on shape.
The tendon shapes for the participants are detailed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
The Shape of the Triceps Brachii Tendon in Children who Play Tennis, and Controls
Participant
Control

Tennis

Total (n)

Regular

Fascial

Irregular

Girl

9

7

2

0

Boy

13

4

4

5

Girl

37

10

19

8

Boy

45

16

17

12

104

37

42

25

Total (n)

3.4.3 Is tendon volume influenced by tendon shape or arm dominance?
In the dominant arm, there was no difference in tendon volume across the three
tendon shapes (χ2(2, n=104) = 3.87 p = 0.15). In the non-dominant arm, there was a difference in
tendon volume across the three tendon shapes (χ2(2, n=104) =12.48 p = 0.002). Post hoc analysis
found a mean difference (Md) in tendon volume between regular (Md = 868mm3, n=104) and
fascial-shaped tendon (Md = 684 mm3, U = 211, z = −3.6, p < 0.0001, effect size r = 0.35).
There was also a difference in the volume of irregular (Md = 821 mm3, n=104) and fascialshaped tendons (Md = 684 mm3, U =330, z = −2.5, p = 0.01, effect size r = 0.25]. These data
indicate, in the non-dominant arm, that fascial and irregular-shaped tendons are smaller than
regular tendons (Table 3.3).
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a

b

c
Figure 3.1. Diagrammatic and MRI of the triceps brachii tendon shape: (a) = irregular, (b) =
fascial, (c) =. regular
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Table 3.3
Tendon Shape and Tendon Volume (mm3) in Study Participants
Regular
Fascial
Participant

Irregular

n

Mean

Mean

Mean

boy

45

1018.25

869.08

114.41

girl

37

1086.89

801.13

938.21

Tennis non-dominant boy

45

926.94

740.58

976.12

girl

37

983.67

699.88

852.16

boy

13

1097.5

785.2

829.5

girl

9

755.00

720.22

598.5

Control non-dominant boy

13

975.00

458.2

659.5

girl

9

745.43

698.22

533.00

Tennis dominant

Control dominant

3.4.4 Does tendon shape differ between children who do and do not play tennis?
There was no difference in tendon shape between children who did and did not play
tennis (χ2(n=104) =11.07, p = 0.09).
3.4.5 Does gender influence tendon shape?
The distribution of tendon shape across gender is presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4
Distribution of Tendon Shape across Genders
Gender

Total (n)

Tendon

Shape

Regular Fascial Irregular
Control Girl

9

7

2

0

Boy

13

4

4

5

Tennis Girl

37

10

19

8

Boy

45

16

17

12

104

37

42

25

Total (n)

There were no differences in tendon shape between genders (χ2(n = 104) = 2.13, p =
0.35). Therefore, the hypothesis that there is no difference in the shape of the triceps brachii
tendon between genders of children was supported.
3.4.6 Does pubertal status influence tendon shape?
Descriptive statistics of the frequency of tendon shape across pubertal status are
presented in Table 3.5. There were no differences in tendon shape in children of different
pubertal status (χ2(n = 100) =4.38, p = 0.36). Therefore, the hypothesis that there is no
difference in the shape of the triceps brachii tendon in children of different pubertal status
was supported.
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Table 3.5
Distribution of Tendon Shape according to Pubertal Status in Children
Pubertal status

Total (n)

Tendon

Shape

Regular Fascial Irregular
Pre

26

8

8

10

Peri

53

21

22

10

Post

23

8

11

4

Total (n)

102

37

41

24

3.5 Discussion
This study observed variation in the shape of the triceps brachii tendon of children.
Gender and pubertal status did not appear to have an influence on the tendon shape.
However, in the non-dominant arm, tendon volume was smaller in the fascial- and irregularshaped tendons, whereas there was no difference in tendon volume across tendon shape in the
dominant arm. This finding suggests that increased physical loading may enhance tendon
volume regardless of shape, and that limited activity during childhood results in smaller
tendon volume and a shape that appears less regular.
Tendon shape determines the degree of muscular force transmitted to bone and is
thought to be consistent between individuals. Descriptions of tendon shape changes are
reported in cases of pathological tendon (Malliaras, Voss, Garau, Richards & Maffulli, 2012)
and habitual training in adults (Magnusson et al., 2007). However, differences in tendon
shape during development in children have not previously been reported.
There are several possible explanations for the observed differences in shape. First,
diversity in the shape of the tendon may be a result of differences in the muscular force
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applied to the tendon. Tendon tissue is highly responsive and adapts to change in physical
load (Kjaer et al., 2006). A lack of muscular force occurring in the non-dominant arm may
induce minimal tendon response. Time of exposure to muscular force and magnitude of
muscular force can also be components that drive this tendon response and a minimal force
threshold has been reported to influence size in connective tissue such as bone (Frost, 1999).
There are no data on tendon, but a 3D-analysis of the serve action in a group of high-level
tennis players revealed changes in both humeral size and shape related to high humeral loads
(Taylor, 2009). Humeral bone torsion in baseball players is also observed in high-magnitude
loads such as pitching (Chant, Litchfield, Griffin & Thain, 2007; Rauch,Bailey, BaxterJones,Mirwald & Faulkner, 2004). High-magnitude force from playing tennis could drive
tendon adaptation in the size and shape of the dominant arm, whereas diminished force in the
non-dominant arm does not.
The transmission of force through both tendon and fascia through developmental
years, and the adaptive tendon response to load is determined by muscle, and muscle size is
influenced by degree of activity. Muscular force transmission has been demonstrated to
extend laterally through the fascia and epimuscular connective tissue (Huijing, 2007b;
Unverfeth & Olix, 1973). This process of muscle-to-bone force transmission could present an
alternative method for children to apply muscular force to bone and may indirectly unload
tendon and affect tendon shape. In the case of the non-dominant arm, physical use may not
require tendon adaptation as less force is applied or the force may be transmitted in this
alternative pathway, reducing tendon load and resulting in a less regular shape. On exposure
to increased physical load through exercise, development of tendon shape may become
positively influenced through direct muscle–tendon–force pathways.
Muscular hypertrophy can increase force and directly influence tendon adaptation that
may result in characteristic differences in tendon shape. These effects would be expected to
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be more pronounced in post-pubertal years when body size and hormonal influences
dominate growth. However, this was not observed in this study. Studies investigating the
relation between muscle and bone provide some explanation for this. For example, there is a
direct relationship between muscle mass and bone strength during growth in children
(Schoenau et al., 1996, Schiessel, Frost & Lee, 2000). However, it is the generation of muscle
force related to activity and not muscle size that is the prime determinant of this bone strength
(Jackowski, Faulkner,Farthing,Kontulainen, Beck &Baxter-Jones., 2009). Indices of muscle
strength may be related to change in tendon shape and this warrants further investigation.
There is no literature describing the determinants of normal tendon size and shape
during development. Assuming that tendon growth is primarily genetically determined,
development of tendon shape and size in children of similar chronological age should be
consistent between individuals. For example, external influences on tendon such as nutrition
and physical activity may direct the degree to which genetic potential is determined. This
study found a significant difference in the size of the non-dominant arm tendon associated
with fascial tendon shape, whereas there was no association in tendon size with tendon shape
in the dominant arm. This suggests that physical activity may influence tendon size and
shape.

3.6 Summary
This chapter found different tendon shapes within a cohort of children. These
differences suggest anatomical variation that may implicate the transmission and magnitude
of forces through the arm that control function and influence development of tendon in
children. Less physical force through the non-dominant arm was associated with a smaller
and less regular-shaped triceps brachii tendon.
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The Effect of Arm Dominance on Triceps Brachii
Tendon Size
4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the effect of arm dominance on triceps brachii tendon size in
pre-, peri- and post-pubertal children who play tennis and in those who do not. The influence
of mechanical usage such as exercise on muscle and bone growth in children is well
documented (Bass et al., 2002; Frost, 2000a; Fuchs et al., 2007; Greene & Naughton, 2006;
Kjaer, 2004). Exercise during childhood increases bone size in proportion to muscle size and
this relationship is influenced by gender and pubertal status (Moro et al., 1996; Schoenau,
Neu, Mokov,Wassmer & Manz, 2000; Schoenau et al., 1996). However, the influence of
mechanical usage on tendon growth during childhood and the relation of gender and pubertal
status is unknown. A better understanding of tendon development in childhood is important
to identify normal tendon growth that may elucidate mechanisms predisposing to adult
tendon pathology.
4.1.1 Arm dominance.
The postnatal development of the upper limb is closely linked to the physical
milestones of childhood activity. With increasing mobility the child utilises all four limbs to
crawl until the ability for upright stance and gait increase the load bearing and subsequent
development of the lower limbs, in turn freeing the upper limbs for highly skilled tasks. At
this time, body mass and muscle size have a greater influence on lower than upper limb bone
strength (Summer & Andriacchi, 1996).
Preferential use of left or right upper limb appears to be related to task specification in
early childhood development and is strongly entrenched before school age. Children who are
right handed use their right hand more frequently in the ipsilateral hemispace from an early
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infant stage compared to left-handed children (Marschik, Einspieler, Strohmeier,Plienegger,
Garzarolli & Precht, 2008). In contrast, activities that require movements reaching across the
midline are associated with bilateral hand functions and lack specific hand dominance (Van
Hof, Van der Kamp & Savelsbergh, 2002). Interestingly, children who are actively restricted
in moving the preferred dominant arm continue to develop the same single arm dominance to
that side on resumption of arm use (Charles, Wolf, Schneider, & Gordon,2006). Learning
specific tasks such as playing an instrument or sport further entrenches the use of a dominant
arm. Tennis demands both unilateral grip and arm function, and children exposed to tennis in
pre-pubertal years may develop higher patterns of single arm dominance compared to
children not involved in high levels of unilateral arm activities.
There is evidence that increased mechanical usage associated with upper limb loading
sport activities can have significant effects on the bone size and bone strength of the
dominant upper limb (Haaspasalo, Kannus, Sievanen, Oja & Vuori, 1994; Haaspasalo et al.,
1996, 1998, 2000; Heinonen et al, 1995). Racquet sports involve rapid, high velocity forces
through the dominant arm and these types of forces are associated with stimulation of bone
growth (Frost, 2000b; Judex, Gross & Zernicke, 1997; Lanyon & Rubin, 1984). The effect of
arm dominance and exercise on childhood tendon is unknown. Power in the serve of tennis
predominantly comes from triceps force (Morris, Jobe, Pery, Pink & Heally, 1989).
Comparing the triceps brachii tendon size between arms of children provides a unique
opportunity to determine the influence of mechanical usage on tendon.
4.1.2 Mechanical usage.
Mechanical usage can be broadly defined by the degree of physical activity
undertaken by an individual. The level of physical activity in childhood can influence the
degree of growth in the developing musculoskeletal system (Schoenau et al., 1996). In a
longitudinal study measuring the relationships between body size, muscle size and bone
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structural development, Ruff (2003) reported muscle strength to be an important determinant
of bone strength in the upper limb. This relationship was sex specific, having a strong
correlation in men but only a moderate correlation in women. After childhood, there is an
increase in muscle size and strength in adolescent males relative to adolescent females,
related in part to growth rates and testosterone hormone levels (Parker, Round, Saco & Jones,
1990; Round, 1999; Tanner, 1981). Further, the male pubertal growth spurt occurs later than
the female growth spurt, thereby increasing the relative musculoskeletal adaptation that can
occur in pre-pubertal years. Together the factors of gender and pubertal status relate to
determinants of muscle and bone size and strength in children participating in increased
physical activity. How gender and pubertal status relate to tendon size is unknown.
Within individuals, the opportunity exists to compare the difference of unilateral
physical activity between dominant and non-dominant limbs. A longitudinal cohort of
participants allows comparison between groups of children through years and avoids error
related to differences in growth rates between individuals, sampling bias or genetic
confounding variables.

4.2 Aims
The primary aim of this study was to determine if arm dominance affects triceps
brachii tendon size in pre-, peri- and post-pubertal children participating in tennis, and in
controls. Previous work has shown that bone size and muscle size are positively affected by
mechanical load, so the alternate hypotheses were adopted; there is a difference in the size of
tricep brachii tendon:
•

Between the dominant and non-dominant arm of children exposed to tennis and in
controls.

•

Between boys and girls exposed to tennis.

•

Of the dominant and non-dominant arm between children of different pubertal status.
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4.3 Method
4.3.1 Participants.
The participants for this study were the cohort of 104 children (58 boys, 46 girls) who
participated in a previous prospective study investigating the effect of exercise on bone
growth in children (Bass,et al., 2002). Details about the selection and recruitment of
participants for this study were presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1.
4.3.2 Outcome measures.
The size of the triceps brachii tendon was measured from the MRI image of the
dominant and non-dominant arm for each participant. From the MRI data, the triceps brachii
tendon was outlined and the CSA calculated for each MRI slice of the upper arm in which the
tendon was visible. From the CSA of consecutive MRI slices the total triceps brachii volume
was calculated using 3D-Doctor software.
4.3.3 Participant characteristics and demographic data.
Participants were assessed for arm dominance, age, height, weight, gender and
pubertal status. Characteristics for each of the 104 participants included in this study were
assessed according to details provided in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.5.
4.3.4 Data analysis.
A paired-samples t-test was performed to determine if there were differences between
the dominant and non-dominant arms in the size of their triceps brachii tendon. An
independent t-test was used to determine the influence of participation in tennis on the size of
the triceps brachii tendon of the dominant and non-dominant arm. A one-way betweengroups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the effect of gender on non-dominant
arm triceps brachii tendon size. A mixed factorial analysis of variance was conducted to
assess the effect of gender and pubertal stage ( pre =1, peri = 2, post = 3) on tendon size of
the dominant and non-dominant arm. The significance level was set at p = 0.05.
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4.4 Results
The demographic characteristics of the participants are detailed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Descriptive Statistics of Study Participants
Control

Tennis

Tennis

girls

boys

girls

Control boys

Age

11.6±4.1

12.2±4.8

13.5±2.2

13.1±2.6

Height

144.5±20.5

145.8±12.8

160.1±13.6

157.6±11.9

Weight

39.3±13.8

40.6±13.1

50.3±13.9

50.9±11.9

4.4.1 Tennis participation and triceps brachii tendon size.
Participants were assigned to four subgroups: boys and girls who played tennis and
boys and girls who did not. Descriptive statistics for the mean and SD of the triceps brachii
tendon size of the non-dominant and dominant arm are detailed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Mean ± Standard Deviation of Triceps Brachii Tendon Volume (mm3) of the Non-dominant
and Dominant Arm of 102 Participants
Participants

n

Non-dominant

Dominant

Control boys

13

680.59 ± 338.59

894.92 ± 294.84

Control girls

9

698.22 ± 192.18

720.22 ± 295.53

Tennis boys

45

894.82 ± 285.37

1014.8 ± 345.79

Tennis girls

37

857.14 ± 264.84

964.4 ± 347.29
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4.4.2 Is tendon size influenced by arm dominance?
In girls who play tennis, no difference was seen between triceps brachii tendon size of
the dominant and non-dominant arms (n=37, t = −1.94, p = 0.06). The same was true for
tennis boys (n= 45, t= −1.99, p = 0.053). The trend for a difference in tendon size between
arms in these two groups may increase with longer exposure to tennis. There was a difference
in size of the triceps brachii tendon between the dominant and non-dominant arm for each of
control girls (n=9, t = 0.96, p < 0.05) and control boys (n=13, t = −3.04, p < 0.01).
There was no difference in the size of the triceps brachii tendon between control girls
and tennis girls for either the non-dominant, (t = −1.4, p = 0.17) or dominant arm (t = −1.83,
p = 0.07). Similarly, there was no difference between control boys and tennis boys in the size
of the triceps brachii tendon in their dominant arm (t = −1.01, p = 0.3). However, there was a
difference between control boys and tennis boys in the size of the triceps brachii tendon in the
non-dominant arm (t = −2.52, p = 0.015).
Estimated marginal means for the triceps tendon size of the four groups for the nondominant (1) and dominant arm (2) are presented in Figure 4.1, which shows a difference
between non-dominant and dominant arms in the overall group means of the triceps brachii
tendon size. The degree of the slope is greater in the control boys between arms and is
statistically significant, suggesting that boys not participating in physical exercise have
significantly smaller tendons on the non-dominant arm.

Table 4.3
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Descriptive Statistics (Mean and Standard Deviation, SD) for the Triceps Brachii Tendon
Size
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Tennis boys

974.83

323.73

873.5

327.97

Tennis girls

997.91

331.1

929.24

306.43

Control boys

894.92

294.84

680.54

338.59

Control girls

712.13

314.91

716.5

196.91

a)

b)

Figure 4.1. Differences in the estimated marginal means of the a) non-dominant (ND) arm
and b) dominant (D) arm between groups.

4.4.3 Gender and triceps brachii tendon size in arm dominance.
The mean and SD of the tricep tendon size in dominant and non-dominant arms by
gender are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4
Descriptive Statistics (Mean, SD) of the Triceps Brachii Tendon Volume (mm3) in the
Dominant and Non-dominant Arms for Boys and Girls
Participants

n (102)

Non–dominant

Dominant

boys

58

880.71 ± 324.87

967.62 ± 328.95

girls

44

804.47 ± 344.12

942.15± 344.12

There was no difference between the genders in the triceps brachii tendon size in the
non-dominant arm (F(2, 99) = 0.31) (see Figure 4.2). The correlation of determination for boys
(R2 = 0.51) is similar to that for girls (R2 = 0.49) as detailed in the slope of linear fit.

Figure 4.2. The size of the dominant and non-dominant triceps brachii tendon size for each
gender.

4.4.4 Pubertal status and tricep brachii tendon size in arm dominance.
Participants were grouped according to pubertal status. The mean and SD for the
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tricep tendon size according to pubertal status are presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Descriptive Statistics of the Triceps Tendon Size (mm3) according to Pubertal Status
Pubertal status

n

Non-dominant arm

Dominant arm

Pre

26

591.12 ± 193*

740.27 ± 215.21

Peri

53

915.87 ± 248.34*

1009.29 ± 332.61

Post

21

944.47 ± 310.69*

1065 ± 360.24

Differences in the size of the triceps brachii tendon between pubertal groups are
demonstrated in Table 4.5. There was a difference in non-dominant arm tendon size among
the three pubertal groups (F(2, 99) = 3.8, p = 0.025). Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey
HSD test indicated that the mean score for non-dominant, pre-pubertal triceps tendon (M =
591.12, SD = 193) was significantly different from the non-dominant peri-pubertal (M =
915.87, SD = 248.34) and post-pubertal (M = 944.47, SD = 310.69) triceps brachii tendon.
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Figure 4.3. Differences in the non-dominant (NDom), and dominant (Dom) triceps brachii
tendon size between genders at different pubertal stages.
There was a difference in the dominant arm triceps brachii tendon size for the pubertal
groups (F(2, 99) = 8.2, p = 0.001, effect size of 0.14). Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey
HSD test indicated that the mean scores for post-pubertal (M = 1065, SD = 360.24) and peripubertal children (M = 1009.29, SD = 332.61) were both significantly different from that for
pre-pubertal children (M = 740.27, SD = 215.21).

4.5 Discussion
Tendon size of the dominant and non-dominant arm in the cohort of children
participating in tennis and controls was variable. Children who participated in tennis
consistently had greater triceps brachii tendon size in both the dominant and non-dominant
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arm than did controls. The size difference between dominant and non-dominant arms was
greater in boys, and greatest in boys who participated in tennis. These data suggest that
children who exercise have significantly greater tendon size in the triceps brachii than
children not exposed to a regular exercise programme. For boys and girls who did not
participate in tennis, there was a statistically significant difference in the dominant to nondominant tendon size. In these control groups, the non-dominant arm triceps brachii tendon
was significantly smaller (p = 0.01 for boys and p = 0.05 for girls) than the dominant side.
The difference may be explained by reduced mechanical load of the non-dominant arm
attributed to preferential use of the dominant arm. In the non-dominant arm of children not
involved in tennis, systemic factors account for growth of the limb with little influence of
exposure to higher mechanical load. In contrast, children who participated in tennis had no
significant difference in size of the triceps brachii tendon between the dominant and nondominant arm. In these groups, the influence of mechanical usage in the tennis boys and girls
resulted in larger tendon size of both dominant and non-dominant arms. Physical use in tennis
directly generates increased activity and load through the non-dominant arm that, together
with systemic factors, results in adaptation of the musculoskeletal system. However, the
slightly increased size in the non-dominant arm of tennis players compared with that of
controls was not statistically significant for the dominant arms in boys or in non-dominant
and dominant arms for girls. In the dominant arms, adaptation to physical activity associated
with arm dominance may account for the size of the tendon greater than the mechanical load
associated with tennis. Skeletal maturity affecting limb size and muscle force generation may
be the prime determinant for adaptation to mechanical load. There was a significant
difference in the non-dominant arm tendon size between children participating in tennis and
controls. The non-dominant arm of the control group had a smaller tendon size as a result of
reduced usage, compared with tennis participants, which increased the relative difference
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between the two groups. Mechanical usage from physical activity during childhood may
influence the development of bilateral upper limb skills which in turn affect tendon
adaptation. In summary, the results suggest that mechanical usage during childhood
influences adaptation of tendon size and that arm dominance may indirectly govern tendon
size in children involved in minimal regular physical activity.
Gender did not influence the size of the triceps brachii tendon. There was no
significant difference between the size of the dominant and the non-dominant triceps brachii
tendon in either boys or girls. This can be explained by the fact that characteristic gender
differences such as muscle force and skeletal size occur post puberty with sexual maturity
(Malina et al., 2007). Size adaptation of tendon would be expected to occur during this rapid
pubertal growth and any differences in tendon size related to gender could arise from the
increased level of growth, particularly in boys, seen in the musculoskeletal system at this
time.
Physical loading during childhood does lead to enhanced skeletal characteristics prior
to puberty (Bass et al., 2002; Haaspasalo et al., 1998). The positive influence of physical
exercise on bone mineral content and density, particularly in the pre-pubertal skeleton, is well
reported in the literature. A recent clustered randomised trial of a school-based physical
activity programme reported non-gender-specific increased bone mineral content and density,
particularly in pre-pubertal children (Meyer, Romann, Zahner, Schindler & al., 2011). After
puberty, adaptive differences in bone related to exercise are gender specific and tendon may
also demonstrate a similar gender/pubertal status relationship.
The pubertal status of the participants was a significant factor influencing the size of
the triceps brachii tendon. Tendon size in the non-dominant arm of the boys increased at each
level of puberty whereas tendon size in girls increased between pre- and peri-pubertal stages
but not in post-puberty (Figure 4.3).
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Tendon size in the dominant arm of the boys increased at each level of puberty,
whereas tendon size in girls increased between pre- and peri-pubertal stages and not in postpuberty (Figure 4.3). Girls have their pubertal growth spurt at an earlier age than boys and
have a smaller growth peak relative to boys. They also have a shorter available time of
growth prior to puberty than do boys and as is evident in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.3 there is
little change in tendon size from peri- to post-puberty. Boys’ pubertal growth occurs at a later
age and has a higher growth peak than girls. Tendon adaptation to mechanical load continues
through each stage of puberty in boys.

4.6 Conclusion
This study aimed to determine if arm dominance affects triceps brachii tendon size in
pre-, peri- and post-pubertal children participating in tennis and in controls. Participation in
physical activity places increased mechanical load on the musculoskeletal system. Arm
dominance may determine the degree to which mechanical load affects adaptation. This study
found that there was a difference in the size of the triceps brachii tendon between the
dominant and non-dominant arm of children exposed to tennis and controls. In particular the
non-dominant arm of children not involved in tennis is smaller than the non-dominant arm of
children who participate in tennis. Gender does not affect triceps brachii tendon size of
children involved in tennis in either dominant or non-dominant arms. This study found
significant effects of pubertal status on triceps brachii tendon size in girls and boys. In
summary, the prime determinant of triceps brachii tendon size in children who participate in
tennis is pubertal status.

The Relationship between Tendon Size and Muscle
and Bone Size
5.1 Introduction
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Physical activity during childhood is a determinant of bone size. Exercise, and the
effects of mechanical loading during growth, increase bone mineral content and bone
dimensions in the upper limb (Bass, 2003; Bass et al., 2002; Haaspasalo, 1996). This
relationship is directly influenced by muscle mass, with greater muscle mass associated with
greater bone mass (Hamrick, Samaddar, Pennington & McCormick, 2006; Hamrick, Skedros,
Pennington & McNeil, 2006). Tendon transmits muscle force to bone and as muscle size
determines the size of bone it would follow that tendon size is related to muscle size. While
there is literature reporting the effect of exercise on the relation of muscle and bone size in
the upper limb of children, the relationship of tendon size to muscle size and bone size has
not been documented.
The effect of exercise during growth on muscle and bone is influenced by pubertal
and gender factors. Bone is particularly sensitive to exercise pre-pubertally and further effects
of exercise in the peri- and post-pubertal years are influenced by muscle size. How tendon
size relates to muscle and bone size, in children exposed to exercise, with respect to puberty
and gender is not understood.
Considering the anatomical continuum of muscle, tendon and bone, the size of the
triceps tendon should be influenced directly by muscle and bone factors, and indirectly by
factors of exposure to tennis and growth through its influence on musculoskeletal size.
Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to determine how tendon size in pre-, peri- and
post-pubertal children who play tennis relates to muscle and bone size. Given reports in the
literature that bone size and muscle size are positively related, the alternative hypotheses
were adopted, there is a relationship between:
•

The size of the triceps brachii tendon and the muscle cross sectional size of the upper
limb in the dominant and non-dominant arm of children exposed to tennis.
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The size of the triceps brachii tendon and the humeral bone cross sectional size in the
dominant and non-dominant arm of children exposed to tennis.

•

Exposure to exercise and pubertal status and the size of the triceps brachii tendon in
the dominant and non-dominant arm of children exposed to tennis.

5.2 Method
5.2.1 Participants.
Details about the 104 participants (58 boys, 46 girls) included in this study were
presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3. The methods used to select and recruit these
participants were presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1. MRI data for muscle and bone CSA
were incomplete for the control participants (n=22), who thus could not be included in the
analysis. A total of 82 tennis children (45 boys, 37 girls) were included in this study, and both
non-dominant and dominant arm were measured.
5.2.2 Outcome measures.
Details of the method used to measure the triceps brachii tendon CSA from MRI data
were presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3. Both muscle and bone CSA were taken from
previous analysis of the MRI data (Ducher et al., 2005; Ducher, 2006). For this study,
muscle, bone and tendon CSA measurements were taken at the midpoint of the upper limb,
determined as the halfway point of the humeral length. The length of the humerus was taken
from the MRI scans by measuring the distance from the proximal to distal end of the bone,
and from this measurement the midpoint of the limb was taken. At this midpoint, the arm has
the largest circumferential area of muscle bulk (comprising the triceps and biceps brachii),
and the humerus is circular and well defined on MRI, and larger than it is distally, providing
for accurate measurement of bone size. At this midpoint, a circumferential slice through the
arm provided visualisation of the medullary and cortical bone from which the total bone area
was calculated (Figure 5.1). The muscle CSA at the humeral midpoint was determined by
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outlining the muscle borders of the MRI slice and calculating the encapsulated pixel area
(Figure 5.2). The CSA of muscle and bone were then compared with the tendon CSA at this
midpoint slice.

a
m

t

Figure 5.1. MRI circumferential slice of right humerus: a = adipose tissue, m = muscle, t =
triceps tendon, cortical width (white line), total humeral width (pale blue line).

Figure 5.2. MRI scan with highlighted (blue line) pixel regions of tricep brachii tendon,
cortical area (black circle), and muscle area (green area).
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5.2.3 Data analysis.
To determine the relationship of bone and muscle cross sectional size to triceps
brachii tendon size, several variables were recorded for inclusion in a multiple regression step
wise analysis. These variables were grouped as follows:
•

Growth variables included standing height, sitting height, leg length, weight, age
and pubertal status. These variables consider the influence of growth on body size
of individuals when comparing triceps tendon size across individuals.

•

Exposure to tennis was investigated by considering the influence of years playing
tennis, hours of tennis per week, years spent playing more than two hours of tennis
per week, and the age at which the participant began playing tennis.

•

Muscle variables included muscle CSA and body weight.

•

Bone variables included humeral length, total bone area, medullary area and cortical
area. Differences in the medullary and cortical area size between genders were
reported in children exposed to exercise.
Multiple regression analyses were performed using SPSS software (version 21)

separately for the dominant and non-dominant arms. In both analyses, the triceps brachii
tendon size was the dependent variable. Other variables examined for their potential to
confound comparisons between muscle, tendon and bone CSA were pubertal status, tendon
type and years playing tennis.
A bivariate correlation test was performed to determine the relationship between the
independent variables and triceps tendon size at a significance level of p = 0.05. Only
variables with a significant relationship with triceps tendon size were added to the regression
analysis.
Mean scores and SD were calculated for continuous variables and frequencies, for
categorical variables. Variables were grouped together by growth, bone, muscle and exposure
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to exercise. Each of the variables associated with each group were assessed for the
significance of any association with triceps brachii tendon size. Table 5.1 describes the
strength of the linear relationship between a variable and triceps tendon size, as determined
by the Pearson correlation coefficient (r).
A hierarchical regression was performed to assess the relationship of the variables to
triceps tendon size. Pubertal status variables were entered first, followed by years playing
tennis, then muscle size and, finally, bone variables. A hierarchical strategy was decided
based upon the causal relationship of muscle size to bone size that occurs in children exposed
to exercise. Further, the anatomical continuum of connective tissue from the myofibril
through the fascia into the tendon and finally into bone suggests a similar causal relationship
may exist.

Table 5.1
Strength of Relationship (as Expressed by Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, r) between a
Variable and Triceps Brachii Tendon Size, p < 0.05
r
≥0.5

Strength of linear relationship
strong

0.3–0.5

moderate

0.1–0.3

weak

≤0.1

very weak

5.3 Results
Descriptive statistics for variables associated with triceps brachii tendon size of the
dominant and non-dominant arm are presented in Table 5.2. Values suggesting a significant
relationship between the variable and triceps brachii tendon size are indicated.
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5.3.1 Correlation of growth, exposure to exercise, and muscle and bone variables to
triceps tendon size.
5.3.1.1 Dominant arm.
For the dominant arm, there was a clear relationship between variables associated
with growth, and tendon size (Table 5.2). Both height and sitting height had a moderate linear
relationship with dominant triceps tendon size, and there was a weak, but significant, linear
relationship of tendon size with each of leg length and age. Interestingly, although triceps
tendon size was correlated with leg length, a measure linked to total height, it was not
correlated with dominant humeral length, suggesting that upper limb bone lever length does
not influence triceps tendon size. The dominant arm triceps tendon size was not influenced by
gender, but was influenced by pubertal status.

Table 5.2
Mean (Standard Deviation, SD) and Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r) for Variables
associated with Triceps Brachii Tendon Size (***=strong, **moderate, *weak)

Variables

Dominant arm
Mean (SD)
r

Non-dominant arm
Mean (SD)
r

Growth variables
Age (years)

13.3 (2.4)

0.38*

13.3 (2.4)

0.36*

Height (cm)

159 (12.9)

0.46**

159 (12.9)

0.47*

Sitting height (cm)

82.7 (6.5)

0.44**

82.7 (6.5)

0.47*

Leg length (cm)

77.3 (13.1)

0.28*

77.3 (13.1)

0.24*

Exposure to tennis variables
Age began tennis

7.1 (2)

7.1 (2)

Age began two hours/week

8.4 (2)

8.4 (2)

Current hours/week

12.9 (7.3)

12.9 (7.3)

Years playing tennis

6.2 (2.8)

0.37*

6.2 (2.8)

0.29*
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5.77 (3.5)

Muscle variables
Muscle CSA

2719.3 (790.8)

Weight (kg)

50.7 (13)

0.46**

2519.9 (708.6)

0.42**

50.7 (13)

Bone variables
Humeral length (cm)

31.3 (4.4)

0.2

31.1 (4.4)

0.25*

Medullary CSA

96.2 (28.3)

0.29

97 (29.6)

0.21

Cortical CSA

174.9 (43.4)

0.53***

147.9 (33.8)

0.57***

Total bone CSA

272.2 (60.9)

0.5***

245.9 (52.1)

0.47**

Variables associated with exposure to tennis were not correlated with triceps tendon
size. However, there was a weak relationship between tendon size and years playing tennis
suggesting that exposure to physical load on tendon size was time dependent.
With respect to upper limb variables, there was a consistent correlation with all bone
variables and dominant triceps tendon size. Individually, medullary area showed a weak
relationship, whereas cortical area and total bone area were both strongly related to tendon
size. Muscle CSA had a moderate relationship with triceps tendon size. These results suggest
that triceps tendon size CSA is closely linked to upper limb CSA.
5.3.1.2 Non-dominant arm.
In the non-dominant arm, variables associated with musculoskeletal growth, such as
height and sitting height had a moderate linear relationship with triceps tendon size, while leg
length, weight and age each had weak linear relationships with tendon size.
Tendon growth was not influenced by gender, but was weakly influenced by prepubertal status. Non-dominant triceps tendon size was weakly correlated with leg length and
non-dominant humeral length. This is consistent in demonstrating non-dominant tendon
growth grows in relation to body size.
Variables associated with exposure to tennis were not correlated with triceps tendon
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size. However, there was a weak relationship between dominant tendon size and years
playing tennis. This relationship suggests that tendon size is influenced by physical activity
equally between arms.
When considering the upper limb variables, there was a consistent correlation with all
bone variables and dominant triceps tendon size. Medullary area was not related to tendon
size, whereas cortical area was strongly related, and total bone area moderately related to
tendon size. Muscle CSA showed a moderate relationship with triceps tendon size. This
relation suggests non-dominant arm tendon size is influenced by upper limb size.

5.3.2 The relation of tendon size to muscle and bone size.
A hierarchical regression was performed to test the relationship between tendon size,
and muscle and bone size. Pubertal stage variables were entered at Stage 1, followed by
exposure to exercise (years playing tennis) at Stage 2, muscle CSA at Stage 3 and bone
variables (cortical area and humeral bone length) at Stage 4.
5.3.2.1 Dominant arm.
There was no relationship between post-pubertal status and triceps tendon volume of
the dominant arm (Table 5.3). There were significant positive relationships between tendon
volume and years playing tennis, muscle CSA and cortical area, and a significant negative
relationship between triceps tendon volume and pre-pubertal status (Table 5.3).
Table 5.3
Pairwise Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients among the Variables for the Dominant Arm
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1 Tendon volume

1.00

2 Post-pubertal

0.18
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1.00

3 Pre-pubertal

−0.31** −0.26*

4 Years playing tennis

0.38*** 0.28** −0.45***

5 Muscle CSA

0.46*** 0.23* −0.47*** 0.56***

6 Cortical area

0.56*** 0.24* −0.51*** 0.55*** 0.82***

7 Humeral length

0.44*** 0.31** −0.64*** 0.45*** 0.72*** 0.78*** 1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n=77
When the two pubertal status variables (pre- and post-pubertal) are entered into the
model, they explained 11% of the variation in the dominant arm triceps tendon volume.
Pubertal status made a significant contribution to Model 1 (F(2, 74) = 4.56, p < 0.05). However
only pre-pubertal status (t = −2.5, p =.01) and not post-pubertal status (t = 0.97, p = 0.34) was
significant individually. There was a negative relationship between pre-pubertal status and
triceps brachii tendon size of the dominant arm. Pre-pubertal children had smaller triceps
tendon than did children progressing through puberty.
Adding exposure to tennis (years playing tennis) explained a further 6% of the
variation in dominant arm triceps tendon volume. This change was significant (F(1, 73) = 5.59,
p < 0.05). When added to the model, years playing tennis was significant (t = 2.36, p = 0.02)
and pre-pubertal status was no longer a factor (t = −1.28, p = 0.17). In this case, tendon size
was influenced by pre-pubertal status by the association with greater exposure to tennis at this
stage.
Muscle CSA explains an additional 7% of the variability in dominant arm triceps
tendon volume. This change was significant (F(1, 72) = 6.35, p < 0.05) and when added to the
model only muscle CSA remained significant individually (t = 2.52, p = 0.01). Again, tennis
exposure only affected tendon size indirectly through its influence on muscle size from
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activity.
The two bone variables of cortical area and humeral length explained a further 9% of
the variation in the dominant arm triceps tendon volume. This change was significant (F(2, 70)
= 4.53, p < 0.05), but only cortical CSA contributed significantly (t = 2.78, p = 0.007;
humeral length t = −0.14, p = 0.9). Muscle size only affected tendon size indirectly, through
its influence on bone size. The increased cortical area on the surface of the bone, not humeral
length, was the prime bone variable influencing tendon size in the dominant arm of children
who play tennis.
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5.3.2.2 Non-dominant arm.
Table 5.4
Pairwise Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients among the Variables for the Non-dominant Arm
1
1 Tendon volume

1.00

2 Post-pubertal

0.14

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.00

3 Pre-pubertal

−0.31** −0.26*

4 Years playing tennis

0.27** 0.28** −0.45***

5 Muscle CSA

0.42*** 0.21* −0.42*** 0.51***

6 Cortical area

0.59*** 0.27* −0.46*** 0.52*** 0.79***

7 Humeral length

0.42*** 0.32** −0.64*** 0.45*** 0.68*** 0.75*** 1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n=77
When the two pubertal status variables (pre- and post-pubertal) were entered into the
model, they explained 10% of the variation in the non-dominant arm triceps tendon volume.
Pubertal status made a significant contribution to Model 1 (F(2, 74) = 4.18, p < 0.05). However,
only pre-pubertal status was significant individually (t = −2.58, p = 0.01; post-pubertal status
(t = 0.58, p = 0.56). Therefore, pre-pubertal status was a factor that significantly influences
tendon size.
Adding an exposure to tennis variable (years playing tennis) explained a further 2% of
the variation in dominant arm triceps tendon volume, but this change was not significant (F(1,
73)

= 1.49, p = 0.23). Years playing tennis added to the model was not significant (t = 1.22, p

= 0.23; pre-pubertal status (t = −1.86, p = 0.07). These results were expected in the nondominant arm, which has minimal involvement in tennis action.
Muscle CSA explained an additional 8% of the variability in non-dominant arm
triceps tendon volume. This change was significant (F(1, 72) = 7.31, p < 0.01) and when added
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to the model only muscle CSA remained significant individually (t = 2.7, p = 0.009.
Therefore, in children, muscle size was a prime factor explaining the variation in triceps
tendon size.
When the two bone variables were entered into the model, cortical area and humeral
length explained a further 16% of the variation in the non-dominant arm triceps tendon
volume. This change was significant (F(2, 70) = 9.12, p < 0.001), but only cortical CSA
contributed significantly (t = 4.1, p < 0.001). Muscle size only affected tendon size indirectly
through its influence on bone size. This result substantiates that muscle size indirectly
affected tendon size through its effect on cortical area of bone.

5.4 Discussion
The relationship of muscle size and bone size to triceps tendon size in children
exposed to exercise is multifaceted. Exposure to tennis significantly influenced triceps tendon
size indirectly with larger muscle CSA from the activity affecting tendon size. Cortical bone
CSA is the prime bone variable that contributed significantly to tendon size. Larger bone size
requires larger tendon to transmit muscular force.
The variables added together explained 33% of the variation in the dominant arm and
27% in the non-dominant arm triceps brachii tendon size. Clearly, other factors are involved
in the determination of tendon size, which include genetic and systemic effects related to
nutrition, and hormones involved in the regulation of growth. Data from this study suggest
there was a definite relationship between the size of muscle and bone in the upper limb and
the triceps brachii tendon size in children who play tennis. This relationship was influenced
by the total years of tennis played but not by the current hours of tennis. This could be
explained by the adaptation to loading over time that occurs at the cellular level in tendon. If
tendon is exposed over a short period of time, the inherent strength and safety factor can cope
with the load, which does not require adaptation of tendon beyond normal growth.
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Alternatively, any need for tendon adaptation in response to external loading requires a
longer period of time, and this may explain why pre-pubertal children have increased change
of the tendon size from increased exposure.
Pubertal status is related to tendon size in an interesting way. There was a significant,
negative relationship of tendon size in pre-pubertal children and no relation in peri- or prepubertal children. This suggests that tendon may be sensitive to adaptation in the pre-pubertal
years. As a consequence of pre-pubertal exercise loading there is a longer period through
growth that the tendon is exposed to increased load. Together with time of exposure to
exercise, tendon may develop a larger size and consequently have a larger capacity to
transmit muscular force.
Children who are exposed to exercise from the early pubertal years have the ability to
develop larger muscle groups and this directly influences the size of their bones. This study
demonstrated that the cortical area of bone was significantly related to tendon size. There are
several explanations for this. First, as bone grows in children there is new bone laid down on
all surfaces as the bone increases in size. Bone that is larger in diameter as a result of
increasing cortical width is biomechanically stronger. Second, several reports of the effect of
tendon on periosteal surfaces of bone have demonstrated that the pull of tendon on this
surface is a prime driver of bone growth.
Larger bone size demands an increase in muscular force to support the limb and to
facilitate locomotion. Muscle then adapts to this loading force to maintain ability to move the
limb and provide a standard minimal effective strain through the bone. Once this adaptation
to load is reached there is no further requirement of either muscle, bone or tendon to adapt as
the inherent safety factors of these tissues provides for a possible minimal and maximal strain
force.
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5.5 Conclusion
This study demonstrated the relationship of tendon size to muscle and bone size in
children exposed to regular exercise. There is a morphological and an anatomical continuum
of muscle through tendon to bone, which suggests that change in size of muscle and/or bone
should affect tendon size. In children who play regular tennis, muscle size was directly
related to tendon size and bone size was strongly related to tendon size. Tendon size was
further related to the number of years a child has played tennis and also to their pre-pubertal
status.
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Discussion
Physically active children frequently suffer tendon symptoms associated with
apophyseal growth areas. However, tendon development during childhood is poorly
understood despite tendon being the anatomical interface for force transmission from muscle
to bone. Understanding the influence of exercise on tendon development is important in
understanding tendon pathology in children and the relationship of tendon with muscle and
bone.
This study explored the influence of exercise on the size of the triceps brachii tendon
in children during growth. Differences in the size of the triceps brachii tendon between the
dominant and non-dominant arms of children who played tennis and those who did not were
examined. It was hypothesised that (1) the triceps brachii tendon volume would be greater in
the dominant arm and greatest in the dominant arm of those who participated in tennis, (2)
gender and pubertal status would influence tendon size and (3) tendon size would be
positively correlated with muscle and bone size.

6.1 A Method for Measuring Triceps Brachii Tendon Size
Examining anatomical structures in children is dependent on radiological imaging.
Bone and muscle dimensions have been measured accurately from MRI scans, and serial
images have provided insight into the growth of these structures during childhood
development. However, there was no published research investigating tendon development in
children. This study described a reliable method for measurement of tendon CSA in children.
There was high intra-observer correlation on repeated CSA measures of triceps brachii
tendon taken from MRI scans and this may provide a method for investigating tendon growth
at other anatomical sites particularly sites commonly associated with tendon pathology in
children. The reliability of this type of tendon measure however depends on the tendon to be
investigated. In a study comparing reproducibility of MRI measurement of tendon CSA of
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several lower leg tendons, Brushøj et al. (2006) reported that while there was good intra- and
inter-tester reproducibility of measurements of the Achilles tendon, both tibialis anterior and
tibialis posterior tendon measurement reliability was poor, due to the oblique angles that
these tendons present on the MRI field of view.

6.2 Differences in Triceps Brachii Tendon Shape
Anatomical structure of muscle and bone remain relatively constant between
individuals, but variations in shape and structure do occur. Differences in the shape of the
triceps brachii tendon were observed in the cohort of children. The different features were
grouped into regular, irregular and facial tendon appearance. There was no difference in
tendon shape between dominant and non-dominant arms in children who played tennis.
However, there was a difference in the tendon size of the different tendon shape groups
across children who played tennis and those who did not. In the non-dominant arm, tendon
volume was smaller in the fascial and irregular-shaped tendons, whereas there was no
difference in tendon volume across tendon shape in the dominant arm. This finding suggests
that physical loading affects tendon shape, and in particular that reduced activity during
childhood results in smaller tendon volume and variation in tendon shape. One explanation
for this is that mechanical loading may induce tendon adaptation that defines regular
morphological characteristics, whereas in the non-dominant arm, reduced mechanical load
results in greater variation in shape and reduced size (Frost, 2000). In bone, similar effects of
reduced physical activity during growth affect form and size (Burr, Robling & Turner, 2002).
Lack of mechanical loading in immature tendon thus may result in dysmorphia and
consequent strength deficits that may impair adult tendon.
Other theories may explain differences in tendon shape. The observed differences may
be true anatomical variants that occur in the normal population irrespective of load and the
correlation between these groupings may be strengthened by increasing the sample size. The
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observed tendon shape differences in children may also indicate variants in tendon
development that occur prior to adult maturity, perhaps as a result of temporal or genetic
factors.

6.3 The Effect of Arm Dominance on Tendon Size
Children who regularly participated in tennis had significantly greater triceps brachii
tendon size than do children not exposed to a regular exercise programme. The dominant arm
triceps brachii tendon of children who play tennis was larger than that in the non-dominant
arm. There was a trend for the size of the triceps tendon of both dominant and non-dominant
arms to be greater in boys, and greatest in boys who participated in tennis. However, the size
difference between dominant arm triceps brachii tendon of children who did not play tennis
was significantly smaller than the dominant side and this difference was largest in boys.
There was a difference in the non-dominant arm tendon size between children
participating in tennis and controls. The non-dominant arm of the control group had a smaller
tendon size than that in tennis-playing children. Less physical loading significantly reduced
the tendon size of the non-dominant arm. In this study, physical loading resulting from
exposure to tennis was a factor in determining tendon size in children.
These results support findings by Magnaris et al. (2007) who reported that adult
tendon exposed to regular physical load was larger than tendon in those who did not exercise.
In the lower limb, habitual loading of the patellar tendon in adult fencers and badminton
players results in tendon hypertrophy of the dominant leg (Couppe et al., 2008). Hansen
(2003) reported a greater CSA of the Achilles tendon in an adult population of habitual
runners. Further, an ultrasound study investigating differences in CSA of the Achilles tendon
between the dominant and non-dominant ankles between frequent and infrequent exercise
participants reported the dominant leg to be larger in the frequently exercising group, but that
there was no difference in non-dominant tendon size between the groups (Ying et al., 2003).
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Tendon size may be related to variations in limb morphology. A relation between tendon size
and foot shape was reported by Murley et al (2013) using ultrasound imaging and foot shape
measures. A flat footed shape was associated with thicker anteroposterior cross-section of the
tibialis anterior and peroneus longus tendons and smaller achilles tendon size that the authors
suggest resulted from differences in the loading of these tendons during gait.. In a recent
study however, no differences were found between old and young men in patellar tendon
dimension, suggesting that tendon size was dependent on childhood growth (Couppe et al.,
2012). Animal models demonstrate exercise is most likely to result in tendon hypertrophy in
immature animals than adult tendons (Elliott, 1965; Kasashima et al., 2002). Physical loading
in the growing years increases tendon size and reduces tendon stress. These reports and the
results of this study suggest children who are not exposed to habitual physical activity have
reduced tendon size that may impair adult tendon function.

6.4 Does Pubertal Status and Gender Influence Tendon Size?
The pubertal status of the participants was a significant factor influencing the size of
the triceps tendon. Children of pre-pubertal status had significantly smaller triceps tendon
size than children entering puberty. Overall, tendon size in the dominant and non-dominant
arm of the boys increased at each level of puberty, whereas the tendon size in girls only
increased between pre- and peri-pubertal stages and not post-puberty. The non-dominant
triceps tendon of both boys and girls was significantly smaller than that in the dominant arm
across all three pubertal groups. These effects were also observed in the children who did not
participate in tennis and collectively these results indicate that pubertal status directly
influences tendon size and may indirectly enhance the size of tendon exposed to physical use.
The effects of physical load on tendon size and the influence of arm dominance,
gender and pubertal status were similar to the effects found in bone and muscle of children.
Skeletal maturity affecting limb size and muscle force generation is a prime determinant for
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physical adaptation to mechanical load (Vainionpaa et al., 2007; Van Langendonck,
Claessens, Vlietinck, Derom & Beunen, 2003). Physical activity prior to the pubertal growth
spurt stimulates both bone and skeletal muscle hypertrophy to a greater degree than is
observed with normal growth in non-physically-active children (Vicente-Rodriguez, 2006).
Girls reach the pubertal growth spurt at an earlier age than do boys and have a smaller growth
peak relative to boys, and consequently a shorter available time of growth prior to puberty
than boys (Tanner, 1962).

6.5 Is Tendon Size Related to Muscle and Bone Size?
A regression analysis found the triceps tendon grows in a consistent manner with
growth of the upper limb and years playing tennis, meaning that long-term exposure to
physical activity, and not current hours played, was related to tendon size.
The triceps brachii tendon size was moderately related to the muscle CSA of the
upper arm and strongly related to the humeral CSA. When muscle and bone size were
considered together there remained a strong correlation between cortical bone CSA and the
triceps tendon size. Other bone variables of humeral length and medullary size did not
contribute significantly to tendon size, indicating that increased bone surface dimension and
not lever length is the prime determinant of tendon size. In this study, tendon CSA and not
length may explain why only CSA bone size correlated with tendon size.
Muscle indirectly affected tendon size through its influence on bone size. The stronger
relation of tendon size to bone CSA and not muscle CSA is unusual in that muscle force is
applied directly to bone via tendon. However, considering that the rapid change in growth
that occurs in children is primarily a skeletal phenomenon, a stronger relationship between
tendon and bone change in size would be expected. If muscle tissue is not influenced by
central growth mechanisms to the same degree as is bone, then other factors such as physical
load are needed to effect change in muscle CSA and subsequently bone CSA in children. This
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is certainly the case, muscle size and bone size of the dominant arm in unilateral sports such
as tennis was significantly greater than the non-dominant arm, and both arms of children who
do not exercise (Ducher, Jaffre et al., 2005; Ducher, Prouteau, Courteix & Benhamou, 2004).
Further, several reports conclude that bone mineralisation and bone CSA is higher in those
with more muscle mass (Bailey et al., 2006; Ducher, Arlettaz, Benhamou & Courteix, 2005;
Ducher et al., 2004; Valdimarsson Linden et al., 2006).

6.6 Summary
Arm dominance affects tendon size. The triceps tendon of the dominant arm of
children was larger than the non-dominant arm.
Physical loading affects tendon size. The triceps brachii tendons of both dominant and
non-dominant arms in children who participate in tennis were consistently larger than in
children who do not. Children who do not participate in tennis had smaller triceps brachii
tendon than children who do, and the non-dominant arm tendon was significantly smaller
than both the dominant and non-dominant arm of children who participate in tennis.
Gender does not affect tendon size. There was no significant difference in tricep
brachii tendon size between boys and girls. However, there was a trend for boys to have
larger triceps brachii tendon of both dominant and non-dominant arms, and this trend was
greatest in boys who participated in tennis.
Tendon size is significantly influenced by pubertal status. The triceps brachii tendon
size increased with each stage of puberty and the degree of increase was larger in boys,
although in both dominant and non-dominant arms the triceps tendon was smaller in prepubertal children.
Tendon size is influenced by bone and muscle size. The triceps brachii tendon size in
children was strongly related to the cortical CSA width of the humerus and moderately to
CSA muscle size. Tendon was indirectly influenced by muscle effects on bone.
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6.7 Study Limitations and Strengths
Although this study did report new findings in the morphological aspect of tendon
adaptation to mechanical load in children, there were some limitations. First, because the
population sample was obtained from data initially obtained for bone research, recruitment of
adequate numbers of children was dependent on the quality of MRI tendon imaging. This
factor limited tendon data acquisition in only a few image samples, but the potential for this
to be greater in image sampling was noted. This difficulty could be resolved with new MRI
technology and imaging techniques that improve tendon delineation and measurement.
Second, this study was conducted on a sample of a local population of children who
regularly play tennis. Therefore, to generalise the results across larger groups of children, the
study should involve both more participants who exercise and more controls. Allometric
scaling of the population would further enhance the study results. Despite this limitation, the
sample group of tennis players provided a unique opportunity to investigate the influence of
physical activity on tendon between the dominant and non-dominant limbs of the same
participant and across participants. Further investigations on tendon that involve this
population model are justified.
A further limitation of this study involves the cross sectional design that provides only
a snapshot of the tendon data of participants. The potential to document tendon change in
individuals and groups of children over time could be improved by following each participant
in a longitudinal study. This design method would further detail tendon morphological
change that occurs from childhood through to adulthood.
This study has a number of strengths. First, tendon morphology was assessed in
children, providing a developmental perspective on tendon size with respect to physical
activity. Second, the tendon measurement method from MRI scans was highly reliable and
provided a unique and simple way to study tendon morphology. Further studies could take
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advantage of upgraded software to enhance tendon delineation and volume calculation.
Lastly, this study raises further questions regarding assessment of tendon structure in
children with respect to determinants of adult tendon health, such as physical activity and
tendon mechanical load.
In conclusion, this study reported changes in tendon morphology in children who are
exposed to exercise. It also demonstrated the role of bone size in determining tendon size.
Together these results suggest that exercise, particularly in pre-pubertal children, has a
positive effect on tendon size.

6.8 Directions for Future Research
Investigating the change in tendon size and morphology that occur in children during
growth and the potential influence of exercise on tendon can provide greater understanding of
factors that direct normal adult tendon and pathological tendon. Specifically, as with bone,
tendon development may be influenced by the degree of physical exercise experienced during
childhood and in particular the pubertal years.
The next step in morphologic tendon assessment would be to conduct a longitudinal
study to assess the influence of exercise characteristics, such as duration and type of exercise,
on tendon size. Whether exercise can influence change in morphology in all tendons to the
same degree or whether this is site dependent also warrants further investigation.
Another area that has little research to date is the description of the tendon
morphology that occurs in children with symptomatic tendon pathology. Although there are
some radiographic assessment studies reporting tendon pathology in children, little is known
about the characteristics of this tendon pathology with respect to exposure to physical
activity. Longitudinal studies of tendon characteristics in children who exercise may elucidate
information on symptomatic tendons that may assist management of physical load on tendon
development.
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6.9 Summary
This thesis highlighted the paucity of knowledge about differences in development of
tendon in children who are exposed to exercise and those who are not. The results of this
study show that true differences in tendon size occur in those children exposed to regular
physical activity and this association was enhanced in pre-pubertal children. Finally, this
thesis has highlighted that there was a strong correlation between tendon size and bone size in
children.
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